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INTRODUCTION 1
Realism has been for nov; almost a hundred years something
very like a mark of respectability eunong writers in English.
Most of our novelists and many of our short- story writers and
dramatists whose works have attracted serious attention since
the middle of the nineteenth century, have been deliberate and
self-conscious realists. Indeed, it has been unusual for any
writer - Mr. Shaw and Mr. Wells being in this respect as in so
many others distinguished exceptions - to attempt the expres-
sion of a significant thought by other means than a literal
representation 'of life. So marked has oeen this tendency that
historians of our literary progress have generally accepted
realism as the badge of the period, as they have made romanticism
the badge of the period preceding and classicism of the period
before that.
Relying on that analogy, one might suppose that English
criticism by this time would have developed a good many bril-
liant and penetrating definitions of the realistic temper, com-
parable to those which have been given us of classicism and of
romanticism; or at least that v/e should have been offered cer-
tain flashing contrasts for the ready distinguishing of realism
frora its contraries. Some tentatives have, indeed, been made
in that direcxion; but they have not been numerous or entirely
satisfying. Cur critics, while making free use of the v.'ords
realism and realistic
.
have for the most part chosen to take
it for granted that the terms were self-explanatory. And so
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM Z.
to a certain extent they are. T?e have no difficulty in under-
standing why Gissing should be called a realist while the author
of Ivanhoe should not, or why Defoe more than Swift should be
thought of as playing an important part in the development of
realism. There do arise, however, much more ambiguous instances
Tom Jones, for example, though it is frequently cited as a fine
piece of eighteenth century realism, takes its plot from a
sequence of events whose improbability we accept only for the
romantic satisfaction it affords us; or again, Ada.m Bede and
Middlemarch
.
both realistic as compared with the works of Dicken
would be rejected by the later realists as being hopelessly
tainted with idealism. Merely by jotting down in a single list
the names of our outstanding realists, one reveals anomalies
and incongruities so remarkable as to suggest that for all our
glib labeling, it is no easy matter to say what a realist is
or in what his realism consists.
That the task of defining the tendency has been so little
attractive to our critics is due partly to the fact that realism
in English literature during the past two or three generations
has been a creative rather than a critical movement. The
"school” impulse, which among the French has turned every liter-
ary innovation into an occasion for controversy and exhaustive
analysis, has only begun to stir anong us. That saine fierce
individualism which characterizes our greatly original authors
lives as well in our writers of lesser importance, wlio, v/hile
they may choose to profit by studying their betters, prefer
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PROCiCDURES REALISM 3 .
to develop their own gifts in their own way rather than to
enroll themselves as strict imitators and followers. And exact
formulas lose their importance when no one cares to reproduce
the thing formulated. It is true, of course, that nearly all
of our finest creators of literature for the past three genera-
tions have set down somewhere their respective confessions of
faith, but these have been chiefly philosophical, not techni-
cal. Moreover, they have been personal, not universal. They
have told us what this or that writer aimed at, without throw-
ing much light either on the final purpose or on the character-
istic methods of realism as such.
There is yet a second reason why criticism has given us
so little instruction on those points; namely, that realism,
unlike classicism, is not, strictly speaking, a single literary
movement at all. It is not limited to any half dozen decades,
nor is it dominated by an litera.ry cabal. Chaucer shares in
it as well as Fielding, each according to his own fashion.
Far from being the abnormal product of a special and temporary
set of conditions, realism is a strong tendency of mankind
which manifests itself from time to time in various circum-
stances. Being the result of no formula, it is difficult to
formulate, except when it springs up as a type of reaction and
takes its character negatively from the mode which it opposes.
In no two appearances does it wear exactly the same character,
being conditioned each time by environing tendencies and by
a more or less regular evolution through which, generation
after generation, it broadens and becomes more deliberate.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM 4.
Consequently, any brief definition of realism ca.n ha.rdly avoid
being unsatisfactory in one of tvjo respects; either it will
address itself so particularly to one phase of realism that it
fails to do justice to other phases, or it will cover realism
as a whole under a general statement so loose as to have very
little practical value.
In order to carry out any discussion of the kind I intend
in this thesis, however, it is necessary to adopt some concise
definition, even though it may be an imperfect one, as a common
ground of understanding with the reader. Professor A. Neil-
son’s definition of realism as "the tendency characterized by
the predominance of the sense of fact over imagination" will
serve our purpose if it is understood as applying 'to literature
(or other forms of art) and not to mere journalistic or his-
torical records of fact as such.^ The definition is broad
enough to cover any one of the various tendencies with w^hich
we are to be concerned and thus to indicate the essential qual-
ity which all those tendencies have in common. It is unfor-
tunate, however, that Professor Neilson, in expressing an idea
which deserves to be generally accepted, should have used a
pair of terms so capable of being misunderstood as "fact" and
"imagination". For the realist is by no means compelled to
restrict himself to what we ordinarily call "fact", - that is,
to the faithful representation of actual existences or
_
William Allan Neilson, The Essentials of Poetry
,
Houghton
Mifflin Company.
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PROCEDURES li\ REALISM
"
happenings; nor is he debarred from the exercise of imagina-
tion in creating, by a kind, of synthesis, real-seeming but •
apocryphal pictures out of the data rhich he has gained from
observation. To express Professor Neilson's definition more
precisely: realism is characterized by the predominance of
the descriptive attitude over conception. It imposes on the
^•riter the duty of being loyal to what he observes about him
and of rendering what he sees rather than what he feels, or
"thinks up," or hopes. Without limiting him to particular
facts, it does hold him responsible to the kinds of thing which
are to oe expected in real experience.
Farpose ; Taking this definition as a fundamental . viewpoint
,
I intend to consider in the pages which follow, first, what
forms realism has assumed in its various stages; second, how
the realistic attitude has penetrated more and more deeply into
the consciousness of our writers; third, by what means the
realists have striven to produce their effects; and fourth,
in w'hat degree the characteristic devices and attitudes of
realism yield artistic values.
Citations from English literature I shall use frequently
for the illustration of the tendencies discussed, not, how-
ever, with any pretense of making a survey of English realism.
Although for convenience the references bearing on any one
topic will generally be arranged in chronological order, and
although occasionally the steps will be pointed out by which
a certain device has reached its highest development, the aim
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PROCEDURES IN REALISE
of the paper is not primarily historical, but expositional and
critical. More often than otherv’ise, I shall employ quotations
for the purpose of making clear a tendency under discussion;
and if one quotation serves the' end of illustrating, I shall
not ordinarily set down others merely to show how many writers
participated in the tendency. Thus as an account of the par-
ticular techniques of all the important English realists, this
‘ thesis would not begin to approach completeness; but as an
illustrated definition of the various realistic devices which
have been used in English literature, it will prove, I hope,
to be reasonably full.
V.Tienever possible, definitions and critical observations
will be taken also from the works of English writers, but much
of the authority quoted on these points will be French, for
the reason, suggested above, that the French, to a much greater
extent than the English critics, have brought to the problems
of realism an attitude of careful analysis. Odd as it may
appear, some of the most thorough estimates available of the
English realistic novelists, George Eliot in particular, are
to be found in the writings of that brilliant group who domi-
nated French criticism during the third and fourth quarters
of the last century, and even in criticisms by French writers
of the works of their own compatriots, the principles of judg-
ment are frequently broad enough to apply to our literature
as happily as to their ow^n.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISi: 7 .
The body of the paper will be divided into three sections,
corresponding to three fairly distinct planes on which realism
has made itself felt. The first, under the title of "Technical
Realism," will take up developments toward a technique capable
of presenting the things of life in a vivid and convincing
imagery. The second, "Social Realism", .will concern the shift-
ing of interest in fiction from the elegant and privileged
minority, which held so long the center of the literary stage,
to the commoner multitude who make up the middle and lower
classes. And the third, "Pragmatic Realism", will examine the
growth in literature of a philosophic attitude opposed to moral
convention and idealism.
In following this plan, I have not always found it possible
to avoid the appearance of repetition and overlaoping. For
instance, the consciousness of social problems in the nineteenth
century will be treated at length in both the second and third
sections, and with one or two exceptions, the same authors will
be referred to in both cases. }Iy excuse for such repeated
winnowings of identical material is that I shall. try, at each
repetition, to develop new and different meanings.
It goes without saying that any one of the three sections,
mentioned above, if exhaustively treated, v/ould amount to a
study many times longer than all of the present discussion
involves. This paper is offered entirely without pretensions
of finality or scholarly oepth. It is in a sense a program.
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PROOiCDURES IN REALISM
an outline somewhat extended, which, if it accomplishes its
purpose, may give some direction for appreciative reading of
English masterpieces and some hints for more ambitious
research.
Appendix Notes : A few cominents and corrections which I have
made at the suggestion of my faculty thesis readers. Professor
Thomas R. Mather and Mr. John M. Williams, will be found
grouped as appendix notes at the end of the thesis, pages 126
and 127
.
References to these notes are indicated in the text by
the symbols A2, and so on.
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TECHNICAL REALISM
Literature obviously borrowed the realistic attitude from
outside the pale of art. One is tempted to say that it is the
fundamental attitude in communication bett?een man and man. By
far the greater part of our ordina,ry conversations, of our daily
small talk, consists in the sharing of information, Tvhich, if
v.’e are honest and clear -hea.ded, we imphrt as reliably as we
can. Not only does this reporting of our experience have a
practical value for our hearers: it has an aesthetic value as
well. Everyone recalls little incidents from life - of sharp
bargains, of narrow escapes, of barbed reioinders - which, for
the delight they afford, deserve to be told and retold. And
w^hoever is familiar with our pre-Elizabethan literature, will
recognize that many of the fabliaux which found their way into
English during the fourteenth century and perhaps most of the
anecdotes in the sixteenth century "gest-books" bear evidence
of having been based on just such entertaining occurrences in
the common life of the villages.
The elevation of that material into formal literature may
have come about more or less by reaction during the fourteenth
century. Englishmen were perhaps growing tired of the elegantly
fantastic narrative, - of beast-fables, of chansons de geste
beyond all believing, of pretty allegories, of fairy-tales.
Cne of the most delightful bits of realistic speech in Chaucer’s
work seems to me to hint such a reaction against the fanciful:
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM ID
the passage in which the Host angrily creaks in on the rhyme
of Sir Thopa s and demands something in the way of "geste" - a
form which early adopted realistic tendencies - or a nrose tale
in which there should he "som doctryne". Although some eminent
critics understand the Host here as protesting against the
burlesquing of a literary form which he admires, it is rather
doubtful v/hether a person of the Host’s training would detect
the satire and whether so forthright a person would not express
his objection more clearly if an objection of that sort vere in
his mind. I incline to think rather that he considers fairy-
tales, however graceful, a silly pabulum for grown men and women.
At least that attitude would be fitting for an Anglo-Saxon
temperament. For to the English, tales of pure imagination
had always been something foreign. Up to that time their lit-
erature had been almost exclusively borrowed, chiefly from
Celtic or Italian sources. They might accept it for want of
something closer to their hearts, but it was not the sort of
thing that their own genius woula have been likely to produce.
Indeed, in all the range of English literature even uc to the
present, it is almost impossible to find, apart from The Ancient
Mariner
,
any great masterpiece of fancy which does not clearly
betray a strong non-English influence.
But if the growth of realism uncer Chaucer and Langland
was a reaction, it was not in any case a revulsion. It did*
not immediately displace the older forms, of saintly legend,
fable, moral tale, ana allegory, but vivified these forms with
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FRCGEDURii:S IN REALISM H
a new life-likeness. The wax-works gentles of ancient chivalry
became people; the wronged husband, the licentious student,
the light wife, Irom being woodenish pawns in a ga.me, took on
personality; the Seven Deadly Sins lost their abstraction and
turned into sinners, whom one could recognize in his neighbors
and (if he were frank) in himself; the landscapes, lately mere
stage settings brushed in to make a course of action intelli-
gible or to proviae a conventional design in poetry, came to
look like the woods and fields and village streets of England.
This renovated art - for even in the fourteenth century
realism was new^ only v/ith respect to English literature -
possessed two special values. In the first place, by address-
ing itself to the visual sense as well as to the mind, it made
every sort of narrative both easier to follow and easier to
remember. In the second place, it added to the entertainment
of plot the charm of recognition. On this point, one recalls
Aristotle's comment in the "Art of Poetry",^ and Gustave Rey-
nier quotes Bouchet to even happier effect: "Quand nous voyons
un singe ou la face de Thersite bien peints, nous y prenons
plaisir et louons a rnerveille, non comme chose belle de soi,
mais comme bien contrefaite apres le naturel."^
The effort to secure the fullest effect of these qualities
to create writings that should be vivid and picturesque,
Cooper, Aristotle on the Art of Poetry
, p. 10
2 "
Reynier, Les Origines du Roman Realist
e
, pp. 269-270
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PROCEDURES IN REALISi: \2
encouraged freeh attention to the technique of description,
especially in the portrayal of men and women. The cha.racter-
istic method had been that of cataloguing in considerable
detail traits of stature, physiognomy, a.nd dress, a proceeding
well exemplified in Chaucer's account of the Merchant:^
"A ]£archant was ther w/ith a forked berd.
In mottelee, and hye on horse he sat.
Up-on his heed a Flaundrish bever hat;
His botes clasped faire and fetisly,
His resons he spak ful solernpnely,
Souninge alway th'encrees of his winning.
He wolde the see w:ere kept for any thing
Eetwixe Middelburgh and Orerelle.
Wei coude he in eschaunge sheeldes selie.
This worthy man ful wel his w/it bisette;
Ther wiste no w;ight that he was in dette.
So estatly was he of his governaunce,
With his bargaynes, and with his chevisaunce .
"
To read this passage thoughtfully is to understand both the
virtues and the shortcomings of the method. It is oithy; it
is delightfully satirical; but it is the portrait of a tyue
rather than of an indi vidua,!. The merchant is not sketched
frora the life but conceived from the traits more or less com-
mon to all of his profession.
ether writers, and Chaucer himself in an earlier period,
had labored to create a more definite picture by extending
this catalogue method to great length, so as to include all the
features of the subject which the most penetrating eye could
discover. But the results were even farther from realism than
the example we have given. The more abundant the detail, the
1
Prologue to The Canter jury Tales , lines 271-283
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PRCCEDURii^S IN REALISE
I 3
flatter and more lifeless the picture. For v/hile it is true
that every added detail increases the precision of the por-
trait, it is by no means true that precision and vividness are
the same thing. Indeed, as Brunetiere has pointed out, they
are antagonistic: "L’ observation, " he says, "devient moins
large a mesure au'elle devient plus exacts, plus ore'c'ise, plus
raicr oscopique et, par consequent, a mesure, s’eloigne davantage
de la nature mSrae de la verite. Elsev^here, speaking of one
of those monumental portraits vrhich formed almost the whole
substance of many of the naturalistic French novels, he says,
"....II y a lieu surtout de s'etonner que y. Flaubert ne
veuilie pas comprendre qu'en deVit de 1’ erudition la plus sure,
des recherches les plus patientes, et aes trouvailles les nlus
heureuses, portraits, tableaux et descriptions de ce genre
seront toujours et necessairement faux, pour cette simple
raison cu'ils n'ont pas ete vus par le peintre."^ The inher-
ent fault of description which consists merely in an inven-
tory of qualities is plainly discovered in the final words
of Brunetiere' s statement: "....ils n'ont pas ete vus par
le peintre."
By an easy paradox it becomes evident that the realist,
as a technician, is concerned primarily - not with the whole
truth about reality - but with illusion. His success, is
_ -
Brunetiere, Le Homan Natural! ste
, p. S41
_
^
Brunetiere, Le Roman Natural! ste
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
I 4
measured by the degree to which his work seems true to the
reader. Now, a large oart of his power to convince depends
on the very plausible assumption that wha.t has really been
observed has really existed. Thus, he must take no less pains
to make his observation of details seem natural than to arrange
the details themselves in such a v^ay as to suggest and support
the possibility of them. ?/erely to set down the qualities
which ought, logically, to belong to the subject is no indica-
tion that the writer has actually beheld the thing he describes,
for observation, being largely a sensory process, seldom pro-
ceeds logically. Unless one's mind is controlled by a definite
purpose, observation goes on in a hit-or-miss fashion, resting
as often upon v/hat is accidental as upon what is essential.
For this reason, the best realistic technicians are fond of
bringing to light some matter of trivial Importance, as if,
according to the wayward illogicality of our observation, it
had suddenly imposed itself on the attention.
An early example of the oower of that device occurs in
Langland’s description of Gluttony, from his Vision of the
Seven Deadly Sins in Piers plowman . Contemporary portraits of
that dreadful pleiade
,
a favorite subject during several hun-
dred years, had generally consisted in an artless list of those
qualities which had become conventional symbols for the failing
described. Thus one might exoect to find Gluttony portrayed
as having an enormous waist-line, thick rolling lips, dull eyes
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PROCEDURES IN REALIS!/: i5
Langland himself,fairly bursting from the head, and so on.
when dealing with certain of the other sins, followed this
tiresome procedure. But his picture of Gluttony detaches
itself from the series by a remarkable vitality. It is no
static design but a complete episode, in which Gluttony lives
a thriftless day in the guise of an ordinary townsman. He
sets out on a Friday .morning, having made up his mind to go
to church and reform.; but the bar-maid of the tavern intercepts
him. There is new wine to be sampled. Gluttony yields: his
day is spent in roistering vrith truc.esmen, friars, and female
co.mpanions. At evening he has to be carried home to bed, where
he makes solemn - too solemn - vow^s to mend his ’'ays.^ The
account of him convinces a reader because it is so much richer
in accidental detail than the conventional pictures ordinarily
found in the gallery of the Seven Deadly Sins. Many of the
details, such as the setting out for church, obviously have no
necessary relation to Gluttony, any more than to the other
sins; and precisely because they have no such relation, the
rea.der is half persuaded that the author must have v;itnessed
the scene in order to know so many little incidents about it.
Although the account of the Merchant shows Chaucer using
the older, less effective method of portraiture, it is an easy
1
The most complete relation of this incident occurs in the
B text, Passus V, lines 304-391; pages 158-166 in Skeat’s
"Parallel Text" edition.
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matter to find in The Canterbury Tales
,
ana notably in the
Prologue, other sketches enlivened by the skilful use of
accidental details. Everyone recalls the dainty table manners
of the Prioress; the gipoun of the Knight, "al bismotered with
his habergoun"; the mormal in the Cook's shin; and the "gat"
teeth of the Wife of Bath, We remember these personages, as
vre do our friends, by the rays in which they differ from their
A ifellows; that is, by their non-typical characteristics.
The technique of simple portraiture has remained, since
Chaucer, virtually unchanged. The only notable improvement in
it has been the reduction, by a fev; highly gifted T:riters, in
the number of physical details. Since re are concerned less
with the elaborateness of a personal description than with the
vivid, persuasive impression that it leaves upon the reader,
we are free to recognize that the indication of a single trait
like Cassius' "lean and hungry look" may be worth more than a
conscientious inventory of hair, eyes, ears, nose, and lips.
No one who has read Tom Jones w-ill be at loss to conjure up
the images of Squire Allworthy and his sister, Bridget. Yet
of the former of these. Fielding has said only that from nature
"he derived an agreeable person, a sound constitution, a
solid understanding, and a benevolent heart"; and of the latter,
that she "was now somev/hat past the age of thirty...," that
"she was of that species of women whom you commend rather for
good qualities than beauty," and that "she was so far from
regretting want of beauty that she never mentioned that
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
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perfection ... without contempt." If the reader has an
imagination at all active, he can seize on a hint or two like
these and from his ov;n recollections frame a character entire
in every necessary physical detail. So natural, indeed, is
this habit with many readers that an illustration placed a
few pages after the text to which it corresponds may be less
helpful than distressing, inasmuch as it conflicts with the
picture which uhe reader has already constructed for himself.
Of the two, no matter hov. well the illustration may be drawn,
the reader will almost certainly prefer his own conception
as being truer to life, for in creating it he will have bor-
rowed innumerable details from people he has known and will
have transferred some of his sense of their reality to the
composite figure.
The reader is much less able, however, to set a character
in motion or to conceive his gestures and conversation. Once
the portrait steps out of its frame to become active in a
story, the writer is responsible for every slightest change in
attitude. His problem is to animate the character, for a
longer or shorter time, without permitting any word or move-
ment which does not support the character's assumed nature.
There is no formula for skill of this kind, nor has that skill
undergone any regular historic development. From time to time
there has appeared a creative imagination powerful enough to
realize a character thoroughly and to control it during the
whole course of a varied action. The history of realism in
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PROCEDURES IW REALISM 1 ?
this special sense is thus a gallery of authors having a similar
genius. The later ones are not necessarily finer than the
earliest, though the changing directions of literatures have
generally led writers since the beginning of the eighteenth
century to work in more intricate patterns of character and
action than were common before that time.
Again we find that, so far as realism is concerned, the
accidental in gesture and speech is of more importance than
the essential. ^.Rienever a situation makes inevitable a cer-
tain action or remark, the character vdio so acts or speaks
gains nothing in vividness. In the conventional romances of
chivalry, for example, cardboard knights rage through endless
challenges and jousts and gallano adventures without taking
on the slightest flesh-and-blooa quality, because one feels
that under the circumstances any other knight bred in the same
traaitions would follow identically the same course. But
whenever a character performs an action or makes a speech in
a way quite peculiar to himself, his reality as a person be-
comes deeper.
By this measure, Chaucer falls short of the later realists;
for although his narratives bustle with broad and significant
activity, they rarely exhibit any subtlety in gesture. Emo-
tions, he indicates by a few purely conventional responses, as
changing color, weeping, crying, swooning, shaking with rage
or fear, and the like; and these stock devices he repeats time
after time, hardly bothering so much as to vary the phrasing.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM iq
As for the little by-piays of hand or head v-hich moo.ern authors
almost invariably mention as accompaniments of conversation,
Chaucer generally, though not always, ignores them altogether.
Fhen it suits his purpose, however, he gives us masterly bits
of detail in this sort. The Host stands up in his stirrups
to deliver a weighty sentence; the Cook claws the Reve on the
back "for joye"; the limitour of the Sommour’s Tale, on enter-
ing a house where he has often been entertained, drives the
cat away from the most comfortable oench and sits there himself;
Chauntecleer
,
heartened by a fine morning,
loketh as it were a grim leoun;
And on his toos he rometh up and doun.
Him deyned not to sette his foot
to grounds
. ^
He chukketh, whan he hat^ a corn y-founde,
And to him rennen thanne his wyves alie."
There is enough gusto in these fragments to suggest that
Chaucer enjoyed setting down the homely minutiae which he ha.d
observed. That he did not do so more frequently is probably
owing to the fact that many of his stories call for a sv/ift and
direct narrative style, w'hich, if he clogged it occasionally
with lyrical passages and moral observations, he chose not to
interrupt for the sake of drawing pictures. It is worth noting,
at any rate, that such casual little observations are most often
to be met with where he was not under the urge of a seriously
dramatic narrative; that is, in the general Prologue, in the
lesser prologues and interludes, and in tales of a ribald or
fantastic sort. Outside of the Canterbury Tales
,
even in the
’.4
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Troilus and Oriseyde
,
the general tendency is, similarly, to
sketch action broadly without much noting of little matters.
But Chaucer is none the less a great and vivid realist.
For while he takes no great pains to animate the bodies of his
characters, he effects through their conversation nothing less
than miracles of illusion; and his greater works, by the v>'ay,
are very largely conversational, speech following speech, with
passages of description or interpretation only at long inter-
vals. In fact, it is easy to think of him as a ararriatist who
speaks to us from the written page chiefly because he found the
theater unready. That ever is reouired of a dramatist, he was
capable of doing supremely well; whatever he performed indif-
ferently, an actor could arf.ena and amplify.
No other English writer but Shakespeare has caught the
precise shadings of speech for so wide a range of characters,
from the words of Custance pitying her child, to the drunken
brawling of the Miller. Nor is this virtue in Chaucer confined
to the Canterbury Tales ; it appears brilliantly as v;ell in
The Parlement of Foules. The Hous of Fatae
.
Tro i lus and Criseyde
,
and even The Legend of Good Women
,
though in the last-named
work the tone is more frequently that of high tragedy than of
common speech. If one were to quote examples, the list would
be endless. In general it is not too much to say that Chaucer
tends to a very penetrating realization of the speech traits
of his characters except when, as in formal tra.geay and avowals
of passion, he adopts a traditional tone of greater dignity.
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FRCCEDUHES IN REALISE 2.1
This power to make a fe?/ spoken words reveal both the
permanent nature and the transient mood of a character depends,
of course, in great measure upon an original gift in Chaucer
which defies explanation; but it owes something to one or two
recognizao^e devices which are especially interesting because
they belong permanently to realistic technique. One consists
in tingeing a character’s words with traces of orofessional
interest or environment. Thus the Man of Lawe, in prefacing
his tale, debates two sides of a Question and supports his ov/n
judgment on the matter by quoting a series of proverbs, as if
he were citing precedents in court. The Prioress tells a story
which abounds in loving references to the Virgin and reveals
a keen interest in the religious education of children. The
Pardoner, all through his narrative, flings out from time to
time against the Deadly Sins, Gluttony in particular, and quotes
the Bible w^ith delicious pedantry:
"And over al this, avyseth yow right wel
’’"hat was comaunded un-to Leunuel -
Nat Samuel, but Samuel, seye I - "
And the Host, eternal inn-keeper that he is, alternates between
pompous assertion of his ov/n judgment and an oily deference
which makes him flatter his companions with titles higher than
they deserve.
A second palpable device is that of fastening on a char-
acter some recurrent trick of speech, oftenest an oath or a
little repertory of kindred oaths, by which he is made both
easier to understand and easier to recognize at his next
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PR0CEDU3^ES IN REALISE!
appearance. Chaucer's faith in these conversational treats
as an index to personality is shown in his remark concerning'
the Prioresse that "Hir gretteste ooth was but by seynt Loy."
As it happens, this hint in the Prologue is not fulfilled when
the Prioresse tells her story. But the Host, in nearly every
speech, distinguishes himself as a versatile swearer, a very
connoisseur of oaths, who not only outdoes his companions in
the variety of strong language but also in the discretion with
which he tempers it to the occasion, ’^e appreciate the pompous
courtesy w-ith which, in acdressing the Prioresse, he holes him-
self down to swearing in bad Latin by "corpus dominus , " though
his preference seems to be for burlier oaths involving anatom-
ical particulars of martyred saints. The T.'yf of Bath, on the
other hand, exhibits a more lady-like reserve in expletive,
with her "by my fey" and "as help me god." Speech labels like
these are easy to recognize as the ancestors of Uriah Heep*
s
frequent declaration of his humility, and the buoyant refrain
of Denys, in The Cloister and the Hearth ; " Courage, mes ar/^is .
le diable est mort .
"
Of greater interest because capable of wider application
is the introduction of dialect, in the Reeve's Tale. One need
not be skilled in the nuances of liiddle English speech to
detect the peculiar flavor in the conversation of Aleyn and
John, who were born "fer in the north."
After Chaucer, these various means of realistic portrayal
underw^ent a gradual development, some more rapidly than others.
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PROCEDURES lU REALIS?^ ^5
Until near the end of the sixteenth century, the outstandings
efforts at realism occur in connection with the drama, a form
in which, of course, we see nothing of abstract cha,racter
description like the sketches in the Prologue to the Canterbury
Tales . As for direct presentation of character, one or two
farces, like Camrner Curt on's Needle
,
and certain of the morality
plays offer a few good exa^nples of Individualized traits and
some natural conversation; but the morality plays, since the
purpose of them was to portray recognizable types rather than
symmetrically developed individuals, did little to advance
realistic techniaue as such. The miracle clays were if any-
thing still farther from making permanent contributions in
A 2#that direction.
The next realist of importance is Thomas Deloney, v;ho was
able to construct out of the most heterogeneous scraps of
history and vulgar anecdote some vivid pict_.res of men in action.
A single example from Thomas of Reading will reveal the vitality
of Deloney’ s imagination. The scene is that in which Cld Cole
approaches his fate at Colbrooke:
”
. . .
.
The next time that he came to London
,
his horse stum-
bled and broke one of his legges as he should ride homex'-ard, yet
hired he another to hasten his owne death; for there is no .remedy
but he should goe to C olbrooke that night: but by the way he
was heavy asleepe, that he could scant keepe himself e, in the
saddle; and when he came neere unto the Towne, his nose burst
out suddenly a bleeding.
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PROCEDURES IW REALISM £4
"TJell, to his Inne he csui'e, and so heavy v/as his heart
that he could eate no meat: his host and hostesse hearing he
T^as so melancholy, came up to cheare him, saying, Jesus Master
Cole, v.'hat ay lee you to night? never did we see you thus sad
before: will it please you to have a quart of burnt sacke'”'
And BO on.^
Much of the secret here depends on the device, mentioned
above, of introducing details consistent with but not essential
to the principal action. Cole’s horse did not have to break
a leg; the rascally host did not have to offer a can of sack.
These elaborations are principally valuable in, showing us the
scene intimately, as if we were eye-witnesses. In this resnect
Deloney shares the technique which made Defoe, more than a
century later, a master of illusion.
Although in the same work, Deloney might have contrasted
the speech of the three clothiers of the North with that of
the six "worthies" of the West, he let the occasion oass; and
in general he appears to have been more or less indifferent to
the realistic possibilities in oddities of speech. Though most
of his characters are connected with the manufacturing of tex-
tiles, they seldom betray their profession in ordinary conver-
sation; nor do they set up any individual proprietorships in
profanity. In Jacks of Newberie he does make two experiments
1
Thomas Deloney, Thomas of Reading. Or, The sixe worthie Yeo-
men of the Test . Tiiis V'ork is available in the first volume
oT Shorter Novels, Elizabethan and Jacobean
,
Everyman Edition,
in which volume the nassage cited above occurs on page 135.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
in dialect. In the first instance he represents, with fair-
effect, the thick tongue of Jack’s father-in-law, a man from
Buckinghamshire-^; in the second, he imitates very crudely the
accent of an Italian merchant, Master Benedicke^. Hie purnose,
in either case, hov/ever, is less to reproduce an outlandish
speech with accuracy than to take advantage of the ridiculous
malapropisms of a person unused to reputable English.
This employment of dialect merely as a comic device be-
came usual during the Elizabethan period. No writer seems to
have felt any responsibility to vary the idiom of his serious
characters; but in low comedy the fad grew of employing stock
dialects, of which the most popular were the northern, the
western, and a conglomeration which audiences took indiffer-
ently for Italian or French. Several of these Ben Jonson
employed, after the fashion of the day, in his Bartholomew
Fair .
If it were the aim of this pap. r to give credit for each
distinguished achievement in realism, I should never be done
with Quoting Shakespeare, for every device which we have exam-
ined reached a high stage of development in his works: the
skilful use of accidental detail, the marking of a character
with favorite interjections, and the adaptation of speech to
the mind and experience of the individual. But V'e are concerned
1
Shorter Novels. Elizabethan and Jacobean
,
Everyman, pp. 35-26.
2
Ibid, pp. 55-62.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM Z. (o
less v;ith the effects of an isolated genius than v.’ith the
develop-^ent of methods by sharing which writers of ail degrees
could move, generation by generation, closer to a thorough
realism
.
Mot until almost the beginning of the eighteenth century
aid the art of portraiture and of depicting men and women real-
istically in action find a permanent foundation. One feels
that the best-drawn characters of Restoration comedy stand out
with a fine freshness of individuality, partly through the sheer
<?
virtuosity of such men as Congreve and t'ycheriy, nartly through
the perfecting of devices which we have already observed, as,
for -example, the careful representations of affectations in the
contemporary speech of brisk society. Tithin another genera-
tion, the Sir Roger de Coverley Papers had not only provided
models of animated character but had also reminded the public
of the pleasure to be had from realistic portrayal even when
the narrative plot was slight. At almost the same time, Defoe
was proving himself, within limits, a perfect realist, capable
of bestowing life on the person of a narrative and of main-
taining their reality with flawless consistency through a whole
sequence of events. By the middle of the century, there had
appeared Richardson (regarding W'hom the admiring Diderot
remarked, ’’Sachez que c'est a cette multitude de petites choses
que tient l' illusion") and Fielding, who brought to a culmina-
tion all the methods hitherto practiced for breathing life into
a personage of fiction.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM 2T
Since Fielding other writers, conceiving a graver purpose
for the novel and finding at their disposal new scientific
data as to motives and the interrelation of mental states, have
increased the breadth and the depth of character analysis; but
the mechanism for bringing the creatures of fiction to life
has not been much extended. Perhaps the chief contribution has
been that of Dickens, w-ho accomplished the strange feat of
making his characters more life-like by making them less like
life. The late Dr. Samuel McChord Crothers, having explained
the system of distinguishing marks by which Dickens rendered
his caricatures so thoroughly alive, justified the inclusion
of that method in a paper of this kind by pointing out that
"the obvious exaggerations of Dickens arising from the exuber-
'' r
ance of hie fancy do not interfere with the sense of reality.
A truth is not less true because it is. in large print, So
long as W'e are concerned with the means of creating illusion,
of making the reader feel that a character is real, we cannot
overlook such figures as Uriah Keep, Mr. Micawber, Barkis, a.nd
a score of their neighbors in Dickens* gallery. From, the stand-
point of psychological realism, they all lack symmetry; each
one is reduced to a simple formula containing never more than
two or three human traits. But those traits are never false
to human experience, and the figures themselves, while lacking
1
Crothers, Humanly Speaking . The passage from w'hich I have
quoted is given in Loomis’ Fr e shman Reading
s
.
pp. 238-348, the
quotation itself occurring on page 244.
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PROCEDURES IxM REALISM
^116 noriESLl c 0(]ipl6 xi "ty of rnsLnkinG., su.cc66 d. nis.i’vslously in feeing
symfeols and people at one and the same time.
Realism in Background ; Before proceeding to the more thorough-
going realism of the psychological novelists, vve must turn
back to examine the development of means for conveying atmos-
phere. The subject is important to us for two reasons. In
the first place, the natural depiction of surroundings greatly
strengthens the plausibility of a fictitious incident; and in
the second place, any complete description of a character must
take into account the influences of environment. To distinguish
these two uses of local description, we shall employ two terms:
setting
,
when the scene merely furnishes the stage for an
action, and active environment
,
when it exerts a force on
character
.
In tracing the development of scene in English fiction,
one becomes aware that in Chaucer's time and for nearly three
centuries afterward, the clearest mark of realistic setting
is its brevity. Interested for the most part in short episodes
full of action, the realists found no employment for the long
idealized descriptions which formed one of the principal ele-
ments in allegory and romance. Often the casual mention of a
door, a window, a chair, sufficed to make the action clear;
anything more would have enc^jmbered it. Setting, as an element
of realism, thus crept in almost unconsciously, later to
expand wholesomely in proportion with the growing complexity
of plot and character.

PROCEDURES REALISM
Chaucer, in spite of his earlier fondness for elaborate
scenery, practiced such thorough economy of setting in the
Canterbury Tales that it is difficult to locate in them more
than two or three consecutive lines of description. Put, on
the other hand, he almost never failed to be nrecise about
locality. Not more than half a oozen tales in the whole cycle
are without some indication of place, - sometimes the mere
name of a city or of a country; sometimes, where it seems use-
ful, a little sketch of the landscape:
"At Trumpington, nat fer fro Cantebrigge,
Ther goth a brook and over that a brigge.
Up-on the whiche brook ther stant a melle
Generally speaking, these bits add to the story nothing
but a touch of authenticity. In the prologues, however, the
setting is developed continuously. Chaucer insists on his
device of the pilgrimage. We travel while the stories are
related; and if, charmed by the narration, re neglect to
observe how the road unfolds and the time passes, the Host
jogs our attention by announcing the hour or pointing out the
roofs of the next town.
Unquestionably these hints make their effect. !^e find
ourselves wondering whether there v.’ill be time for another
story before dinner. Yet the devices are extremely simple.
The chief one is merely the recital of place names in proper
geographical order, a method of which the most obvious result
1
From the Reeve's Tale.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM 30
is to give us the sense that we are traveling in a particular
direction. But it has a further value, for the place names
themselves create atmosphere by their peculiarly English fla-
vor. Without looking directly at a tree or a house or a mea-
dow, we feel the kind of country that we are traversing. More
consciously than Chaucer, perhaps, Kipling resorts to this
identical trick to strengthen the tone of his Indian settings;
and by a few deft references to Marwar Junction and Peshawa,r
and Bombay, succeeds in putting us in a distinctly exotic frame
of mind.
Being something of an amateur in astronomy, Chaucer was
a.lso fond of indicating time and season. In the introduction
to the Man of Lawe’s Prologue he even spends some eight lines
in describing to us exactly how the Host knew that it was ten
o'clock, and frequently on other occasions he defines the sea-
son by reference to the Zodiac and the state of vegetation.
However pedantic this method may seem, it has the advantage -
very important in connection with realism - of presenting the
month and the time of day from the standpoint of an actual
observer. ?;e know/ it is April because the trees are budding;
we know it is getting on towards noon because each tree mea-
sures the same as its shadow. And so, in learning the time,
we have been made aware of our surrounaings.
Two hundrea years after Chaucer the novels of Deloney and
The Unfortunate Traveler by Nash contained the same devices
with only a few unimoorta/nt additions. Place names were
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
abundant, and time was indicated briefly; but there was still
little interest in scenic description. In Jacke of Newberie
Deloney does show us the interior of a vrorkshop and a banouet
scene; and in The Unfortunate Traveler Nash sketches a tourna-
ment, a pageant, and a marvelous garden which Jack Tl’ilton saw
at Rome. Every one of these descriptions, however, was moti-
vated by the writer's sense of having something curious to
tell. Neither Deloney nor Nash aopears to have felt an inter-
est in detailing an ordinary scene more than was strictly
necessary to make the action clear.
During the seventeenth century, exploration and the plant-
ing of colonies gave rise to a number of descriptive psunphlets
and prospectuses, which the public devoured with eager curiosity.
Thesb accounts of strange lands, with their animals and fruits
ana social customs, did not fail to influence realistic litera-
ture. In 16P8 Mrs. Aphra Rehn brought out a volume. Or oon ok o
.,
which was in effect a descriptive account of a locality in the
’"est Indies, enlivened by the romance of a royal slave. So
far as method of depicting scenery is concerned, this work has
little to interest us, for the descriptions are more remarkable
for their enthusiasm than for their sober accuracy. But it does
interest us that a transition had been established between fic-
tion and the geography of strange lands. Whether or not Defoe
W’as influenced by this work of Mrs. Behn's, it is noteworthy
that his first two important narratives, Robinson Crusoe and
The Life, Adventures and Piracies of the Farrious Captain Singleton,
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PROCEDURES IN REALTSF 3-2
were eet in exotic landscapes. His method of description was
ca,reful to the point of science. TThatever he could learn of
the localities which his characters were supposed to have trav-
ersed, he arranged with painstaking art, brilliantly counter-
feiting the observer's viewpoint. His procedure in this respect
probably owed less to any theory of realism in art than to a
desire, partly instinctive, nartly practical, to make his
writings pass as authentic. He had, for one thing, to meet
the religious prejudice of the time against "feigned histories";
moreover, he seems always to have taken a morbid delight in
imposture. And these two motives he satisfied by the produc-
tion of stories so fine in detail that they can hardly be told
from the truth. Indeed, they are partly the truth, resting
as they do on such carefully documented material. Captain
Singleton's voyages actually check with the map, and the long
journey on foot across central Africa is so accurate that one
can almost identify every mountain range, desert tract, and
lake which Defoe mentions.
But Defoe's settings are remarkable not alone for their
accuracy and vividness. They bear a new and important relation
to the substance of the narrative. His characters move, not
against a merely interesting background, but in a setting.
The necessity for crossing a desert entails careful prepara-
tions for the carrying of water; the unexpected appeara,nce of
a lake makes it imperative to change the direction of travel.
In short, the relation between scene and action becomes
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33PROCEDURES IN REALISE
perfectly integrated; and if the surroundings do not exert any
real environmental influence, they do at least affect the‘
externals of conduct.
Richardson, being so much occupied with sentiments and
emotions and having, moreover, none too robust a visual imag-
ination, paid little attention to realism in setting. Field-
ing, on the contrary, had a wholesome fondness for looking
about him, and a gift for telling in a few words what he sa.w.
He seldom paused long for description; indeed, the rapidity
with which his characters move from plane to place gave him
no observers who could attend to the particulars of a land-
scape. Yet he managed to convey a solid feeling of locality.
The means which he employed rather suggest those of Chaucer:
names of towns, frequent mention of the distances from place
to place; a noting of those topographical features w^hich made
a real difference to the traveler, such as hills, bridges,
streams, hedges, and the like; and observations on the condi-
tions of weather and on the time of day. The description of
Squire Allworthy’s estate is perhaps the most deliberate pic-
ture of outdoor scenery; but on a good many occasions he
described interiors with as much care as a general who notes
the dispositions of a battlefield, - and often for much the
same reasons. Compared v;ith Defoe, he may appear to have been
negligent of settings, but only because his characters are
people about their daily occasions and not mariners or
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PROCEDURES IN REALISil 3^4
explorers who must chart their course by precisely noting
every landmark.
Toward the latter part of the century, the upspringing
of Romanticism, with its emphasis on the cult of nature, gave
setting an inordinate importance in the eyes of the novelist.
Pages were filled with long delicious visions of hill and glade
and waterfall, conceived with deliberate effort toward beauty.
These descriptions were not the work of realists.^ Still we
must take them into account because they made two permanent
contributions to the fullest employment of scene.
In the first place, for the very reason that the works in
which they occurred were romantic, there was almost always a
strong relation between the landscapes and the emotions of the
characters. Amorous couples fell to languishing at the sub-
limity of a sunset; heroines felt exquisite thrills of terror
at the prospect of a gloomy castle. Emily, the heroine of
Mrs. Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udoloho
,
for example, was
constantly receiving the most violent impressions from the
scenes about her. That the feelings so awakened were generally
exaggerated to the point of neurosis is only the greater rea-
son why later novelists, realistic or otherwise, have never
been able thoroughly to ignore the rapport between external
surroundings and mood. Thus setting gave way to environment.
^ Smollett was an exception to that principle. Edith Birk-
head has pointed out that a decade before the Gothic romance
took definite form, Smollett had already used romantic, awe-
inspiring settings in his Adventipes of Ferdinand. Count Fath-
om
.
(Edith Birkhead, The Tale of Terror
.
Constable. 1921,
pp. 23-4.)
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In the second place, because the romantic novelists
sought to make their descriptions beautiful as well as vivid,
they became aware of the need for composition in the arrange-
ment of details. Earlier depictions of scene had been, as I
have remarked, for the most part brief and sketchy. The prob-'
lem had not arisen of combining a mass of detail into a coher-
ent picture, and consequently the means for doing so had never
been effectively worked out. That the romanticists discovered
the problem and undertook to develop a technique for meeting
it, is a circumstance for which the realists of the next
generation had cause to be grateful.
vi'ith an amazing suddenness there develooed from these
romantic lessons a new realistic art of environment, mature,
surehanded from the very first. The continued vogue of roman-
ticism delayed it, to be sure, for more than a generation;
but when at last it came, it was strong enough to establish
itself immediately. Before 1848 it can hardly be said to have
existed; by 1850 it was already represented in the W’orks of
several authors. If there was anj'- transitional stage, it is
to be found in the novels of Charlotte Bronte, who, half real-
ist, half romanticist, alternated oeween soberly detailed
pictures of ordinary surroundings and rhapsodic passages in
which the scene becomes a symbol of human passions. In Jane
Eyre
.
for exaaiple, there is a striking contrast between the
sketches of Oatew’ood in Chapter 1 and the description of the
storm and the blasting of the chestnut tree in Chapter 23,
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PRCOEDURSS IK HEALISY 34,
the sketches beine: realistic and the later aescriction, rornan-
tic in the highest degree. But even yiss Bronte’s v.ork cannot
be regarded as genuinely transitional, for the very year of
the publication of Jane Eyre Thackeray ras creating in Vanity
Fai
r
a succession of pictures which a.re not only strict in
their realism but also adapted skilfully to the move.'ient of
the story; and Dickens, though but a left-handed relation to
the realists of his time, was already at the business of immor-
talizing the taverns and stage-coaches and law courts and city
streets of Victorian England.
The high point in the perfection of the scene was rea.ched
not quite a decade later in the work of George Eliot. Here,
for perhaps the first tirae, the scene attains a dignity almost
equal to that of the characters. Local color becomes insis-
tent, demanding of the author the most adroit composition and
imposing on the persons of the story an inescapable condition
of life. Adam Bede, for example, belongs very definitely to
Hayslope; the evangelism of Dinah Morris is as precisely the
creation of Stonyshire. The transplantation of either by so
much as the distance between two neighboring counties actually
deraa.nds a visible development of character, so powerfully is
each conditioned by environment. This intense community of
man and place, this vivid sense of locality, are excellences
w'hich later authors have seldom been able to equs.l and never
to surpass.
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To the methods of local descriotion George Eliot added
little that is new. Her effects were achieved generally by
simple, unobtrusive means. Occasionally she devotee a paragraph
or so to the cetailed building up of a picturOj- but these occur-
ences of pure description are less frequent than one might sup-
pose. Her more usual method is to insinuate into the action
quiet little references to the surroundings, particularly to
those which relate themselves to the occupations of the folk.
Thus we have a religious controversy in the workshop of Jona-
than Burge, airiong the stacked boards and the shavings, and we
go with Arthur Donnithorne to look in at Mrs. Poyser's dairy,
where Hetty is shaping the butter with her pretty hands. There
are no scenes empty of hum.an figures, nor is there human activ-
ity carried on in vacuo . Life and its stage develop together.
In some respects. Hardy resembled George H’liot in his use
of scene. Like her, he was attentive to rural tasks, - milking,
harvesting, cutting wood, and the like. And even more than
she, he gave to the environment a spiritual power over the char-
acters. In fact, that relationship became, as M. Abel Chevalley
has pointed out, a paramount concern in Hardy's novels; "He
himself has said that the poetry of the peasant comes from the
fact that in order to live he is constrained to the will of
heaven, air and earth. In this identity of man's life and the
life of the v;orld Thomas Hardy satisfies the passion for fatal-
istic unity that is at the bottom of his spirit. The heath in
The Return of the Native
,
the trees in The Woodlanders
,
the
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eheep and the farLa in Far from the Maddinf-: Crov:d , govern, the
lives of the characters with the accumulated, irresistible
force of all heredity and all nature A puissant con-
cordance between all that is sensible inexorably binds man to
things . '• ^
But in elevating man’s response to nature from ai? observed
fact to a philosophic system, Hardy yielded more and more to
non-realistic tendencies. He had, moreover, to a far greater
extent 'than George Eliot, an aesthetic purpose, and this too
enticed him away from strict realism. Consequently, though
his descriptions are amazingly vivid and true in every detail,
his use of them became poetic, sentimental, and at last sym-
bolic. The pathetic fallacy he embraced as a fundamental device
Love affairs he made to take root in the springtime, ripen in
summer, reach their fullest development in autuir^n, and dissolve
in the bleakness of wintertide. Crises in the affairs of his
characters he accompanied with wild, foreboding moods of nature.
There is no denying the beauty of the effects v/hich he secured
by these means, but from the point of view of realism they pre-
vent him, though the greater artist, from taking precedence over
George Eliot in the matter of setting.
Hardy did, however, carry the art of composing details to
a point higher than had ever been reached by any novelist before
him. From a single one of his books the reader may carry away
1
Chevalley, The Modern English Hovel
, p. 70.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
half a dozen pictures as vivid and colorful and human as a
painting by Millet. Not only is the atmosphere understood and
felt; the scene is beheld T^ith perfect clarity. To explain
fully hoF Hardy, by the mere use of rords, could appeal so
strongly to the visual sense, T'ould be extremely difficult;
but much evidently deoends, first, on the maintaining of a
consistent point of view for the observer, and, second, on
limiting the csnvas to an area which could actually be swept
by the eye. In short, while Ha.ray may not have gra.sped the
details of a scene any more perfectly than certain other
I
capable writers, his imagination did outstrip all earlier
rivalry in comprehending the experience of the observer.
If any modern English writer has carried farther than
Hardy this refinement of visual technique, it is Conrad, to
whom is due almost without modification the criticism which
Brunetiere made of Daudet; "Ghaque scene ... devient un
tableau, qui s' arrange comrae dans une toile euspendue sous les
yeux du lecteur, complete en elle-meme, isolee dee autres,
comme dans une galerie, par sa b ordure, par son cadre, par un
large pa^-n de mur vide," - though perhaps it is only fair to
say that Conrad gives us very little "mur vide."^ Long after
the particular incidents of a Conrad novel have passed from
one’s mind, one recalls the book as a succession of pictures,
each perfectly limited (as if to fit a canvas), perfectly
Brunetiere, Le Roman Naturalists
,
p. 89.
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HoPROCEDURES IN REALISM
balanced as to the disposition of masses, and often exquisitely
7
. orked out in tonal harmonies. Extravagant though the state-
ment may appear, not a few of Conrad’s descriotions might be
transferred line for line, mass for mass, tone for tone, into
painting. It is difficult to realize that Brunetibre was not
thinking of the author of The Rescue when he wrote: "... Nous
pourrons definir deja 1 ’ impressionnisme litteraire une trans-
position systematique des moyens d'un art, qui est i'art de
peinore, dans le domains d’un autre art, qui est i'art d’ecrire.
It goes without saying that only a most delicate integra-
tion of scene with movement could prevent this virtuosity of
Conrad’s from becoming theatrical. There are times, even when
it does betray on Conrad's part a peculiar self-consciousness',
almost an obsession, like that of the Florentine Ucelio, to
compel his subjects into unusual postures for the sake of dis-
covering a new problem of perspective to solve. ^ Behind all
this care for details was evidently a purpose not so much to
give the utter truth about things visible as to create something
which should afford aesthetic satisfaction in itself. Not to
split cumin seeds: although the scene, in Conrad, almost always
integrates both with action and with character, the purpose
behind Conrad's scenic technique is generally not one with the
1
Brunet iere, Le Roman Naturalis te, p. 88.
2
Cne recalls in Youth the extraordinary viewpoint of Marlov,
who, having been Clown into the air by a cargo explosion, looks
straight downward into the glowing square of a hatchway.
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FRCCEDUP.SS IN REALISE 4 1
I
purpose of the book in which that technioue is displayed. And
yet, while Conrad’s scenic effects belong peculiarly to him-
self, while they lack the realistic temper, while they offer
no sort of foundation for Conrad’s successors to build on,
they are none the less of interest to us: because, in the ^
first place, they represent the utmost extension of a technique
which, in its more moderate phases, has a great importance in
realism, and, in the second place, they are in themselves
extraordinarily vivid, memorable, and convincing, and so belong
to the literature of illusion. In short, they are realistic
in the purely technical sense of seeming like life.
Character Since 1750 ; In order to study the means by which
scene was developed to create vivid illusion and to lend real
support to the other elements of a work, we v-'ere obliged to
interrupt our study of character after pointing out Fielding’s
success in giving his personages res.l vitality. Up to that
point we had found character delineated chiefly through exter-
nal details, such as personal appearance, characteristic
actions, and speech. But from the middle of the eighteenth
century on, we shall observe a growing tendency on the part of
authors to let us know more directly what their characters
think and feel. Not, of course, that it would have been i.mpoe-
sible to discover a noting of mental tra.it s in earlier litera-
ture. Chaucer, Deloney, Nash, Defoe, and Fielding had all
taken account at least of the v;ay in which their characters
responded emotionally to important situations; and She.kespeare
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PROCEDURES IN REALISl' 4^
had not only displayed reraarkaole brilliance in catching the
finest nuances of thought and sensibility but had even created
e.n entire arania, Harnlet
,
on the basis of mental states. In
general, ho'si'ever, the emphasis had been on externals, especially
on action, whereas what we now have to observe is a shifting
of that emphasis to inward character.
The tendency first becomes very conspicuous in Samuel
Richardson's Pamela . The letters of his heroine discuss at
great length the pathetic emotions to which persecution has
moved her and later anatomize the rather priggish satisfaction
which she derives from beholding her own virtue triumphant. So
intensely is that element of the story developed that the plot,
melodramatic though it is, attracts a merely secondary interest.
"... Never before," says M. Chevalley, "had the interplay of •
impulses and motives been similarly studied."^ It would be
interesting to consider the scientific validity of that study;
hers we are concerned only with the question whether this minute
analysis of emotion did or did not help the rea,der to think of
Pamela as a person who really lived. Certainly in Richardson's
time the method had that effect. Being for the most part uncrit-
ical in matters of psychology, Richardson's contemporaries found
it impossible not to believe in a heroine whose every thought
had been made familiar to them. They thought with her and even
patterned their thoughts after hers. In fine, she became the
oatron saint of well-bred young ladies.
T
^ ~~
Chevalley, The Modern English Novel
,
p. 16.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM 4 5
From the point of view of the modern reader, Jane Austen
was consideraDly more successful in achieving life-like por-
traiture. Her Elizabeth Rennet is as real to us as a neighbor.
Like Richardson, though less tediously, Miss Austen reveals to
us the thoughts and feelings of her characters. Rut she goes
beyond Richardson, in the direction of realism, by telling us
how the characters respond xo the minor situations of daily
life ana by admitting that even her heroines sometimes fall
below the zenith of wisdom and good humor. Nothing could be
better calculated to put us on easy terms w^ith her characters;
for being ourselves imperfect, we are easily persuaded that
imperfection, in some degree, is normal and life-like.
It is partly for this same reason that we accept Jane
Eyre, a character with whose faults we sympathize more thor-
oughly than with w-hat Miss Rronte intended to represent as her
virtues. Jane is especially refreshing v;hen she loses her tern-
per and w^hen she announces, in defiance of Victorian tradition,
that she is no more than moderately fond of her puprl, Adele.
j
.
These, to be sure, are minor touches, but they are rhat make
Jane convincing.
In Charlotte Rronte we discover further an almost complete
maturing of two other important elements in character portrayal
namely, the response of a character to his environment, and the
consistent, progressive development of a personality. Tenta-
tives in both these directions had been made somewhat earlier.
In Pride and Pre.judice
,
for instance, Jane Austen had made the
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PROCEDURES IK REALISE': 11.4-
gaiety of Brighton an indirect cause for Lydia's wildness, and
had prescribed a change of scene as a remedy for Miss Bennet's
oroken heart. As to character development, Nash had brought
the rakish Jack ’Hilton to achieve a kind of respectability;
Marlowe had led Faustus through revolutionary changes of atti-
tude; Shakespeare had tra.ced the degeneration of Macbeth and
of Antony, had noted the grov:ing responsibility in prince Hal,
and had follov;ed with care the steps by v:hich Hamlet became
strengthened to his purpose; Defoe had forced a number of his
picaresque characters to penitence; Fielding had toned down
the manners of Tom Jx es; Richardson had made a model husband
out of Mr. B. ; and Jane Austen had cured Mr. Bingley of his
pride and Elizabeth Bennet of her prejudice. But except for
the exarnples cited from Shakespeare, all of these cases illus-
trate a conventional ref orm^ation, a sort of guarantee of the
author's morality, rather than a gradual moulding of personal-
ity by circumstance. Jane Eyre, however, not only responds
to her surroundings as naturally as any of Miss Austen's char-
acters but grows up more convincingly than any heroine of the
earlier novelists. It does not lessen Miss Bronte's credit
for original genius, that Thackeray at the same time was using
these very methods of vitalising character and that he T;as
keeping on the whole a little nearer to the restrained tone
that one expects of a realist.
By 1350, then, the art of making character seem alive had
been brought to its fulness. Since that time the psychology
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
of character has undergone some refinement, under the impulse
of scientific advance. Diana of the CrossFays
,
for instance,
rests almost entirely on the consequences and the resolution
of a mental conflict in the heroine. And The Return of the
Native
,
though its method is romantic and not scientific, has
for its central theme the antagonism betv?een Eustacia Vye and
Eg'don Heath. But these matters do not belong to technical
realism as such. The hidden mental states of Diana, the rela-
tion betv:een Eustacia and her active environment, are not
auxiliary devices by ^hich these tv.'o characters are made to
look life-like: they are the basic materials from which the
vjhole novels are built.
Realistic Pretenses ; Apart from the legitimate methods by which
realists have striven to make their fictions essentially truth-
ful, there are certain tricks for giving even the most fantastic
narratives a deceptive appearance of reality. One of these,
which has been very extensively used, is the association of
fictitious incident with well-knov-n historical fact. Not only
do historical novels rest generally on this device, but many
other narratives which have no broad f raimev.-ork of actual events
make occasional contacts with real people and real occurrences.
Deloney resorts to this device in both Jacke of Nevberie and
Thomas of Reading,
,
introducing into the former. King Henry VITI,
Queen Katherine, Cardinal TJolsey, and T^iil Sommers, not to
mention a number of knights and lords; and into the latter,
A3
King' Henry I and his brother, Duke Robert. Nash has Jack Hilton
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PROCEDURES IN RE’ALISM
make even more interesting acquaintances, v;ith John Leyden,
Martin Luther, Cornelius Agrippa (the same who led llarlowe’s
Faustus astray), Erasmus, and Petro Aretino; and contrives to
have him witness or participate in half a dozen battles. The
weakness of these early examples is that the historical mate-
rials are obviously stuck into the story like plums in a
pudding, so that the reaaer may, with no great difficulty,
draw a clear line between the fact and the fiction. Conse-
quently, the fictitious part of the narrative gains very lit-
tle plausibility from w/hat is true. In the later historical
novels, such as the best of Scott's, Roniola
,
and Reade's The
Cloister and the Hearth
,
the two kinds of material are bound
together closely enough to make it doubtful where history
leaves off and romance begins, with the result that the reader'
skepticism is more or less disarmed.
The only other device of this kind W'hich I shall note is
that of bolstering up the credit of a story by real or pre-
tended documentation. So great is the authority which any
grave-sounding record has over the minds even of educated men,
that the simple mention of a rediscovered manuscript goes far
tovard making the most unlikely tale respectable; but the
device is to such an extent heavy and cumbersome that few novel
lets have made use of it, though a good .many writers of short
stories have done so. As one might suppose, this kind of
effort to give a narrative a valid ring is characteristic of
the romancers to a far greater extent than of the realists,
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PROCEDURES IN RSALISi: 4T
since whatever gives the soundest internal evidence . of the
truth has the least need for external shoring-up. Some of
the realists, however, condescended to profit by the method.
Beloney, for example, in dedicating Jacke of Newberie to “All
Famous Clothworker s in England,'* promises that if that book
is well received, he v;ill presently make known to hie readers,
“the long hidden History of Thomas of Reddin,-
,
Ceorge of
Glocester
.
Richard of TVorcester
,
and ^'i 11 jam of 5ali sbury
,
with divers others.,," as if he had chanced upon records which
enabled him to give a reliable account of men whom tradition
t
had neglected for some centuries. Even more plausibly, Defoe
cites documents with perfect gravity to support his fictions,
as when, in his Journal of the plague Year
,
he introduces
weekly lists of the dead in each parish and compares them to
observe the progress of the disease; and cites in a postscript
to A Remarkable Fas sad e of an Apparition , two ancient writers
on the subjects of ghosts. The Cloister and the Hearth
,
by
Reade, affords another interesting example, for the book as a
whole is represented a s being based on material from an old
manuscript, and actually a very considerable part of it is
made up of episodes inspired by a treatise on the inns and
taverns of the Middle Ages.
A rather easier form of the same general method consists
of giving a story from the viewpoint of a witness, who begins
with such minuteness of detail as to suggest an affidavit or
at least takes pains to make clear how he happens to know the
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story. This method Defoe used in his True Relation of the ^
Apparition of One Mrs. Veal
,
with the most ingenious hinting
of legal phraseology, as in the following statement: "Mrs.
Bargrave is the person. to whom Mrs. Veal appeared after her
death; she is my intimate friend, and I can avouch for her
reputation for these fifteen or sixteen years,* on my own
knowledge; and I can affirm the good, character she ..ad from
%
her youth to the time of ray acquaintance." I'^o ghost story
v/as ever launched, certainly, with a graver air. Maria Edge-
worth begins her Oastle Rackrent in much the same way: "Having,
out of friendship for the family, upon whose estate, praised
be Heaven 1 I and mine have lived rent-free time out of mind,
voluntarily undertaken to publish the MEMOIRS OF THE RACKRENT
FAMILY, I think it my duty to say a few words, in the first
place, concerning myself. Vy real name is Thady Quirk, "
and so on. v;hat a hardy trick this is one may judge from the
fact that Kipling's The ?i?an Who Would Be King is introduced
by a statement to the sajme general purpose though in much freer
style. This device seems to belong solidly and permanently
to the technique of making fictitious incidents seem real.
Lixie the association of the apocryphal with the histor-
ical, however, it is a minor device, belonging to artifice
rather than to art. For the principal devices for achieving
vividness and illusion consist, as I have pointed out, in fine
observation of character and setting and in the presentation
of all such material in perfect accordance with the viewpoint
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and attitude of the supposed observer. These are the central
methods of technical realism.
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SOCIAL REALISM
In a letter dedicating The London Merchant to Sir John
Eyles, George Lillo found it necessary to apologize for link-
ing the eminent name of his patron ^ith a tragedy that dealt
T/ith folks of the vulgar sort. To us, accustomed las T:e are to
a drama of the lower classes, there is something ouaint in the
earnestness with which Lillo pleads his case. "... Tragedy,"
he says, "is so far from losing its dignity by being acco-^cated
to the circumstances of the generality of mankind that it is
more truly august in proportion to the extent of its influences
and the numbers that are properly affected by it ...
"If princes, etc., were alone liable to misfortunes aris-
ing from vice or weakness in themselves or others, there w-ould
be good reason for confining the characters in tragedy to those
of superior rank; but, since the contrary is evir^ent, nothing
can be more reasonable than to proportion the remedy to the
disease.
"
Had The London Merchant been written a hundred and fifty
years later, the playwright would have felt no embarrassment
over the mean condition of his hero. The ancient aristocratic
tradition, which held only personages of high degree to be
worthy of literaTy treatment, has been outmoded; and in its
place we have the principle that literature is most vital when,
as Lillo argued, it represents the majority of the population.
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FROCii:DUHES IN REALISM 5 I
This attitude, while it is not purely the result of real-
istic theory, is important to our study because it lends itself
much more perfectly than the aristocratic attitude to the crea-
tion of realistic fiction. For if the realist can deserve the
name only by writing of what he observes, it is highly to his
advantage that the modes of life most open to observation be
accepted as legitimate material for his art. A realist vhose
public would a.ccept no meaner fare than the intima^te life of
royalty woulc. find his profession difficult. Common folks
are easier to V'atch.
In another respect, too, the lives of the middle and lower
classes offer the realist a better medium in which to work,
for they are generally fashioned under the pressure of elemen-
tal w.ants and broad human motives, whereas the lives of the
privileged classes, modified as they are by special protections
and special tabus, dissemble rather than exhibit frankly the
traits of universality. The story of the commonalty is thus,
in one sense, more real - that is, more universal - than the
story of the elect.
The literary preference for common characters acting in
common situations - the attitude which for convenience we shall
hereafter call '’social realism" - is not the fruit of any
single theory. Neither has it had, until within the last two
or three generations, any consistent development. From time
to time it has made its appearance, novj under one impulse, now
under another. Sven now;, for all its vogue, we cannot surely
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
regard it as a thing permanently established, for at various
times in the past it has flourished during some decades only to
yield before a new wave of elegant romance. All we can say of
it with any assurance is that it seems to have gained momentum
and that at every new appearance it has held the stage longer
and longer against the ppposite tendency. Without attempting,
then, to develop a unified theory of social realism, I shall
note the various forms in which it ha.s appeared and the impulses
which have given rise to it.
Vulgar Anecdote; Approximately one third of the Canterbury
Tales deal with persons in the ordinary walks of life, - .mer-
chants, carpenters, millers, traveling friars, and the like.
They are not the noblest stories of the collection, nor are they
told with that sympathy for the characters which Chaucer dis-
plays elsewhere. Almost without exception, they are brief and
pithy; and with no exception whatever, they turn on the co.mic
aspects of rascality or cuckoldry or both.
The interest in these narratives, from our point of view,
lies in the fact that they represent a great body of popular
material which had for some time been current throughout the
greater part of western Europe. Until about the beginning of
the fourteenth century these stories had been non-literary
,
-
that is, unwritten and traditional, - circulating from country
to country and assuming an enormous variety of forms as they
went
.
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53PROOEOUHES IN REALISEi
In their history it is easy to discover the principal
reason why they are pitched' to a low social tone, for they
grew up among the people, having possibly some meager basis
in actual hanpening or, more likely, growing out of the inspira-
tion of coarse, village humor. \nd in their vagrant progress
over Europe they must have taken on the atmosphere of the local-
ities through which they passed, for it is something like a
law of traditional stuff that it conforms itself successively
to all the environments into which it enters.
Moreover, the character of the material itself would have
prevented it from being associated with the privileged classes:
for there would be required a hardy narrator indeed to risk fixing
antlers on the brow of a prince. In fact, some of the stories,
like the Reeve’s Tale and the Miller’s Tale, could not have been
staged appropriately anywhere but among a rude, uncultivated
f oik
.
From similar conditions, anecdotes of much the same kind
continued to emerge long after Chaucer’s time - indeed, are
still emerging. One meets them as episodes in nre-Elizabethan
farce, in a few of the coarser moralities, and in longer narra-
tives during the sixteenth century; occasionally they were col-
lected into "jest books," where they are told in a brief,
sketchy way, quite without literary xrappings. One such jest
book, called The Merry Jests of the Widow Edith
,
consists
entirely of the ruses supposed to have been practiced by a
female sharper on her victims. Others contain tart and usually
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PRCOSJURES IN REALISE 54
indecent retorts, v^ith no more, of a story than is necessary
to explain the occasion for repartee.
It need hardly be said that this ribald literature, though
popular, has in it not the slighrest indication of a democratic
spirit. There is no sympathetic picturing of folk life, no
hint that common people are as v^orthy to be studied as people
of rank. Each story is told merely for the joke. The whole
movement, in fact, is essentially a non-literary one, which
survives mainly by tradition. And its importance in the growth
of social realism depends entirely on the fact that the occa-
sional use of this material in serious works of literature
helped to pave the way for a more deliberate literature of the
people.
Horal Purposes ; A very different and more important attention
to the folk is shown in The Vision of Piers Plowman . Here we
find Langland preaching to his neighbors in their own humble
language, and drawing lessons of virtue and vice from the inci-
dents of every-day life. He have already seen how, in hie pic-
ture of Gluttony, he tra.nsforraed an abstra.ct sin into a realis-
tic sinner, whose temptations were neither vague nor symbolic
but in plain truth the identical pitfalls w'hich a fourteenth-
century townsman found spread for his feet. In treating the
other sins as well, Langl-'^nd dealt in plain talk, so that his
reader s 'could not possib. vj mistake the immediacy with which his
moral touched themselves.
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Uhat is even more interesting, he presented Christ as a
field-laborer, honest, conscientious, and proud of his ^ork;
a model of homely, practical virtue. It may oe that in making
this analogy bet^^een the Christian life and the humble tasks
of the farm, Langland ras influenced by the preaching of John
Ball, T^s’ho at that very time was demanding social justice for
the lower classes and using the Scriptures to support his argu-
ment. Ur. ‘Uells, in his Outline of History , remarks how close,
in the fourteenth century, was the relation between Christianity
and the rumblings of a democratic soirit. " There can be
little doubt that this steady and, cn the whole, growing pres-
sure of the common man in the West against a life of toil and
subservience is closely aseociated with Christian teaching.
The church and the Christian missionary may not have intended
to spread equalitarian doctrines, but behind the church was
the unquenchable personality of Jesus of Nazareth, and even in
spite of himself the Christian preacher brought the seeds of
freedom and responsibility with him, and sooner or later they
shot up where he had been.”^ Whether or not Langland consciously
sympathized with the upward straining of the oopressed, he
gave to England, in any case, the most dignified picture of
common manhood which had yet been created.
His method had for its obvious aim the reaching of the
popular mind through homely and familiar imagery. This device,
I
T'ells, The Outline of History
,
Star Edition, Garden City
Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1929; page 716.
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FROCEDURES IN REALISE/:
v;hich had long been characteriet ic of the parochial teaching
of the Church, continued in use, not without effect on litera-
ture. The morality pla.ys, rhen they \«.’ere not cast in allegori-
cal form, sometimes held v.ith perfect consistency to the real-
istic portrayal of sin and its consequences, '^ant'on Nyce is
a particularly good example. The miracle plays, too, helped
give a semi-literary importence to the common occupations. In
The Wakefield Second Shepherd's Play
,
for instance, the entire
first section represents three very plausible shepherd's bemoan-
ing the harsh v/eather and grumbling about the oppression that
keeps them poor. And The Chester Pageant of the Deluge contains
a oantomime in which the actors go through the motions of shap-
ing lumber and building the Ark. The fact that these plays were
mounted by the various craft guilds naturally encouraged both
playwrights and actors to elaborate that kind of material.
Essentially, this drawing of moral lessons from pictures
of the ordinary conditions of life belongs to the technique of
the Roman Catholic Church. The theories of Protestant evangel-
ism lead to social realism by a very different angle of approach.
To the reformers, the prime condition of righteousness was
humility. True splendor belonged only to God and his saints,
whose glory was both a contrast to and a reward for meekness
and plain living on earth. The Christian was to take no thought
for what he should eat or what he should vrear but was to yield
his whole devotion to pious services; and whoever sought proud
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PROCEDURJiS REALISM 51
elegance on earth was to be denied, as punishment, the
grandeurs of Heaven.
This attitude, particularly in the extreme form which it
assumed under the English Puritans, had far-reaching effects
on the social content of literature. Appealing from the first
rather to the dispossessed and miserable than to those who had
the means for earthly pleasure, it soon took on a political
aspect, which tended to aggravate the lack of sympathy between
the privileged and the unprivileged classes. The latter quickly
learned to use it as a weapon against their social betters,
at once attacking the evils of worldly pride and exalting them-
selves for avoiding sins to which circumstance gave them no
access. In short, they became so proud of their own humility,
so obsessed v/ith the conviction that they were the salt of the
earth, that their literature, of vjhich there was no small
air-ount, became highly introverted and self-conscious. The simple
man became more and more a figure to be sympathized v/ith, studieo,
and glorified. And to this current w'ere presently added, from
other directions, the forces of a new; theory of individual dig-
nity and of democratic equality, ''^'e shall see presently how
this threefold stream of new thinking established in literature,
more strongly than ever before, the cult of the people.
Such was the background against w’hich John Bunya^n created
his Pilgrim’s progress
. The first step by which Christian
moves positively in the direction of his goal is the abnegation
of family, possessions, and social position. Even had he been
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PROCEDURES IN RSALISl/
a man of rank to begin ^ith - a suppopition hardly thinkable
for the hero of a John Bunyan - he T:ould be, after the first
fev; pages, a man reduced to the common level, having left about
him nothing of those things by ^'hich rank is symbolized and
maintained. His further adventures lie for the most part
within the compass* of what a plain man might encounter in
rural England, - floundering in mud holes, skirting dangerous
pits, wandering from an ill-marked path, and fording rivers.
In these sketches of ordinary dangers, v;e are reminded of the
didactic method of Catholicism, but the plain sobriety of
Christian is Protestant to the core.
It is interesting to observe the connections in which Eun-
yan does introduce from time to time an imagery suggesting
aristocracy and pomp. The occurrences of such material fall
into two extreme groups: those having to do wit'n the false
power of evil, and those having to do with the radiant splendor
of the Heavenly power. Thus we have, for example, Doubting
Castle and its rather grubby proprietor, the Giant Despair, who,
like an old-tim.e English lord of the manor, jealously guards
his lands against trespass. And on the other hand, we have
the chariot and horses which come to take Faithful to his reward
and, later, the magnificence of the Heavenly city. After Eun-
yan it would be difficult to find even these traces of feudal-
ism in ..oral literature, for not many w^riters had the courage
to essay a picture of Heaven, while the Devil, still imnortant
in literature, lost his title and became thoroughly democratic.
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PROCEDURES IN' REALISE
Before the middle of the eighteenth century, there had
come about a fusion of the Catholic and of the Protestant
motives for social realism. The temptations which heroes and
heroines were called on to overcome were, like those" in The
Vision of Piers Plowman , ordinary ones, and against them the
principal weapon was the powerful sense of individual dignity
and of the worth of the human soul. In the evil persecution
which Pamela suffered at the hands of Mr. B. there was nothing
(except in scale) which domestic servants had not frequently
to contend with; and if Pamela's resistance had in it something
a little abnormal, it was by that much the more to the glorifi-
cation of the virtue of simple maidens. The only flaw in the
social realism of the book lay in Pa/nela' s final defection to'
the ranks of aristocracy, a weakness which Fielding detected
and satirized by making the Pamela of Joseph i^ndrews a thorough-
going snob. Richardson deserved the rebuke, for he I'as tainted
with an ill-concealed deference to material position; but in
spite of this touch of servility, he remained in hie thinking
and above all in his morality purely bourgeois.
Through the genteel novels written betw-een 1750 and 1850
one may trace this tendency to associate moralizing with the
situations of common life. The movement reached its height in
George Eliot, who rose somew'hat above it, however, inasmuch as
she was able to make her chara.cters interesting for other things
than their righteousness. Not all of her humble characters,
even, are good, but it is noticeable that she exposes her
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PRCCEDURJiIS IN REALISM (oO
characters of above middle r^ik to temptations from which their
social inferiors are exempt and that she frequently denies them
the force to avoid evil. Agnostic though she was, the tradi-
tions of Puritanism make themselves felt strongly throughout
her work. With what other influences those traditions were
interwoven, I shall consider in a later section.
Srowinp, Interest in the Middle Class ; At the very time when
John Ball was making a stand in behalf of an oppressed peasantry
the middle class, the inhabitants of cities s.nd seaport towns,
were already gaining in Europe no small measure of importance,
'^hiefly because of the solidarity afforded by the trade guilds,
this bourgeois class was growing in vealth and political author-
ity, and through the development of an educational system, also
under guild auspices, was attaining to a degree of self-consciou
culture. It required nearly two centuries more for the move-
ment to develop conspicuously in England, w/hose wealth v.'as still
largely derived from the land; but the immense outlet for mer-
chant enterprise which came with the explorations of the 1500 ‘s
gave rise to a body of wealthy citizens whose families had not
previously enjoyed much distinction. The heavy expenses of the
English monarchy, which could be met only the extension of taxes
had its effect in lending importance to this class. Titles
were bestowed on wealthy merchants without regard to birth, so
that the hope was awakened in common people of rising to notice
through material success. Distinction was seen to rest on
personal achievement and not merely on heredity.
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Only a fevr gener?itions later, the short-sighted policy of
France with regard to Protestants swept into England a ^iiulti-
tude of refugee craftsmen, who i^elped to swell the ranks of the
bourgeoisie. Trade began to compete seriously with landed pro-
prietorship, and since the latter struggled under increasing
handicaps to maintain itself, only a short time was required
to establish a solid bour/"ois class, wealthy, ingenious, and
A
thoroughly persuaded of its ov/n dignity.
Thomas Leloney, himself an artisan, undertook, during the
latter part of his life, to celebrate this class. Two of his
novels, Jacke of New^berie a.nd Thomas of Heading
,
have to do
Vvith faraous makers of textiles; one other. The Qentle Craft
,
is a tribute to shoemakers. The importance of these works in
the development of a bourj-'^ois literature depends not alone on
the fact that the heroes of thein belong to the working class.
Deloney is perfectly deliberate in his intention to show that
the trades of w^hich he writes are useful and that the people
who work at them deserve to be respected for their contribu-
tion to England’s glory. In his dedication of Ja.cke of New^berie
he declares that "Eunong all manuall Arts used in this Land,
none is more famous for desert, or more beneficiall to the Com-
monwealth, than is the most necessary Art of Clothing. And
therefore as the benefite there of is great, so are the pro-
fessors of the same to be both loved and maintained." The same
idea is expressed in his opening of Thomas of Reading ;
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PRCC2DURES IN REALISE
"In the dayes of King Henry the first, v^ho was the first
King that instituted the high Court of Parliament, there lived
nine men, which for the trade of Clothing, were famous through-
out all England. TVnich Art in those daies was held in high
reputation, both in respect of the great riches -xhat thereby
was gotten, as also of the benefite it brought to the whole
Commonwealth; the younger sons of Knights and Gentlemen, to
whom their Fathers would leave no lands, were most commonly
preferred to learn this trade, to the end that therby they
might live in good estate, and drive forth their daies in
prosperity.
"Among all Crafts this was the onely chiefe, for that it
was the greatest merchandize, by the which our Countrey beca.me
famous through all Nations."
In both books the leading cloth-makers are signally favored
by the royalty. Jack of Newbury becomes host to Henry VUi and
Queen Catherine; and Thomas of Reading, with his eight cronies,
sets up a good tavern dinner for Prince TTilliam and Prince
Richard. Deloney even tells us that the Abbey of Reading was
built by the King in gratitude for entertainment given him in
that city under the direction of Thomas. Cole.
A peculiarity of Deloney ‘e work is that the emphasis is
placed on the occupation rather than on the individual. John
7:inchcomb and Tnomas Cole, interesting though they are in them-
selves, owe their favor with Deloney to the fact that they
advanced a craft which he thought worthy to be honored. The
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4,3PRCCEDURSS Ix\T REALIS-Y
same motives have not usually impelled other rriters to crea.te
works of fiction; yet it would be possible to draw up a fair
list of books which are to a marked degree occupational in
their groundwork. By far the largest groups would be those
dealing v'ith seamanship and with farming. To the former, Smol-
lett, Scott, and Conrad, and, in America, Cooper and O’k^eill,
not to mention a score of lesser writers, have made their con-
tributions; to the latter. Hardy in particular. But these
later and more famous works have dw-elt upon the occupations
generally for the sake of atmosphere or adventure, not, as in
the case of Deloney's novels, out of sheer respect for the
occupations themselves.
Lillo's tragedy The London Merchant or the History of
Cre or 2 e Barnwell
,
-which we have already noticed, more nearly
suggests the motives of Deloney than, perhaps, any other work
which has attracted serious literary attention. The Sir John
Eyles to whom the work is dedicated, was at the time a Vember
of Parliament, Alderman of the City of London, and Sub-Governor
of the South Sea Company, very likely himself a merchant, whom
Lillo undertook to compliment by the subject of his play. Pro-
fessor Robert Ifetcalf Smith says, regarding the work; "Lillo's
George Barnw'ell is sufficient proof, if proof were needed, that
by 1731 the merchant class had won a powerful and respected
place for itself in the English social system In making
a member of the merchant class a tragic figure, Lillo was
intentionally enlarging the province of tragedy, even though
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PROCEDURES IN REALIS’-/ ^o4
he restricted its purpose to the correction of criminal pas-
sions. The moral standards he extols are those of the commer-
cial classes. Thoro^’vgood and Trueman, as their names signify,
are models of business virtue; they pause in the third act to
proclaim how trade has ’promoted humanity by mutual benefits
diffusing mutual love from pole to pole.
’
As Lillo’s dedication shows, the stage of his day had
not been won to much interest in the common people, though
apart from high tragedies, the aftermath of the Elizabethans,
fev; plays offered characters of loftier birth than the minor
gentry. A century earlier, Ben Jonson, in some of his comedies,
such as The Alchemist
,
Bartholomew Fair
,
and The Stanle of News ,
had dispensed almost entirely with titled folk, but his treat-
ment of plain masters and dames is so little flattering that
it adds no dignity to the midale class. Very nearly the same
conditions had obtained during the Restoration, as one might
exnect, since the stage of that period was particularly under
fashionable control. Even when the cast shows a. number of
untitled characters, as in the case of ^Yycherley’s The Country
Ti^if
e
,
they are men and women of leisure, with no occasion to
bother about the means of honest livelihood.
The novel, on the other hand, showed an early leaning
toward the unprivileged. Fielding, though anpa.rently not
devoted to the popular cause, succeeded more or less by chance
1
Smith, Types of Domestic Tragedy
,
p. 81
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM io5
in making sympathetic characters out of Joseph Andrev^s, a coach-
man, and his charming Fanny, equally from below stairs, only
taking care to establish the legitimacy of their birth. Tris -
tram Shandy
,
too. is in every way a middle-class story, for
Tristram:’ s father is a retired "Turkey merchant" and acts like
one, and his relatives and neighbors are of no higher social
station. Even better exa.mples are The Vicar of Wakefield and
Pride and Prejudice
,
which exhibit not only an interest in people
of ordinary rank but also an interest in the ordinary doings of
those people. Coldsmith exploited the dramia of making both ends
meet, and endowed it with genuine appeal. Jane Austen, with
even less attention to adventure, proved the cnarm to be ha.d
in a sympathetic study of the life of an ordinary farr.ily; and
the fact that she had Jane and Elizabeth marry eome7:hat above
their station, far from placing the work on the side of aristoc-
racy, makes it only the more bourgeois. The precedent having
once been established, it v;as no longer necessary for common
folks to be kidnaped from their cradles or set upon by thieves
or seized by press gangs in order to win the tribute of an
author’s pen.
For about the span of one generation, this building up of
social realism was interrupted in favor of the Gothic romance
and its near relation, the historical romance of Scott and his
followers. Yet conditions were steadily developing which brought
literary attention to rest once more upon the middle class.
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PROCEDURES IH REALISE
The condition of authorship itself had changed. The
patronage of the aristocracy had been largely withdrawn from
literary ventures, leaving novelists and playwrights to depend
not on the bounty of pajrticular noblemen but on the approval
of a reading public in general. The ranks of authorship,
moreover, were recruited almost without exception from among
the middle class, often from the families of clergymen.
Already the industrial revolution had begun the fashion-
ing of a new England, in which two of the most absorbing phe-
nomena were to be the increase of misery among the hurr.ble and
the struggle for social recognition a2.ong the fledgling rich.
Whatever an author's temper, he might find in these conditions
matter ready to his hand, - matter for sentiment, for irony,
for ridicule, and for hard, clear thought. The old aristocracy
offered, meanw'hile, no such grist. The lengthening of trousers
and the shortening of hair had taken away from dukes and barons
much of their former magnificence. Even kings and queens might
be looked at critically and judged according to the effective-
ness with which they .maintained themselves in a ministerial
government. No longer the bright charripions of nationality nor
even the romantically cruel oppressors of the poor, the nobil-
ity had arrived at a neutral state of decadence which no fic-
tion could make interesting. Scott himself, though a dyed-in-
the-wool Tory, finding little to be done with the v/earers of
contemporary titles, drev^ his splendors from the past.
(
PROCEDURES IiN REALIS:i
The reign of Victoria achieved the triumph of the middle
class, for the political glories of that reign - and- they v^.ere
not few - were largely the accomplishments of a plain Queen,
endowed with middle-class prudence and bourgeois respectability;
and two ministers of State, of whom one was the son of a«self-
made Scotchman, and the other, a Jew who had risen from oank-
ruptcy to power. So fa.r as literature was concerned the mid-
dle class had come into its own. And from that time forth in
the novels and plays of English writers, the nobility is
ignored, or treated as a group of ordinary men and v;omen whose
lives are somewhat toned and complicated by traditions, or
studied for the curious interest which its decadence affords
(as in Talpole's The Duchess of ^^rexe ) . In short, it is dealt
with realistically.
To Thackeray is due the credit of having celebrated most
fitly this coming-of-age of the bourgeoisie. His Vanity Fair
perfectly reflects the final stage in the social and economic
development which we have exa.mined. The Sedleys and the
Osbornes are examples of the new comaiercial prosperity. Sir
Pitt Crav;ley and his relations represent a drab knighthood
with its satellite ring of minor collateral branches. Lord
Steyne pictures a degenerated nobility, unoccupied and disso-
lute. In every scene the puppets dance on wires of snobbery,
social ambition, and money hunger. No other work of the time
so well reveals, without sentimentality as without rancor, the
struggles, the hopes, the virtues, and the vanities of the
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Victorian social order, ether v/orks, to be sure, paid their
respects at shout the.eari;e time to the bourgeoisie and to the
lo^er classes; but in geners-l they dreyr pictures motivated by
some other impulse than realistic description, and it is v:ith
special interest in those motives that I shall discuss them.
The Vogue of the Ficaresgue : Reaching England from the Con-
tinenx during the sixteenth century, the vogue of picaresque
adventure brought with it a long neglected formula for extended
narrative, a formula which was destined to be employed often
during the two hundred years following. The example of Don
Quixote proves sufficiently that a picaresque structure does
not necessa.rily involve a dominant tone of social realism:
gentlemen of birth as well as men of meaner condition may run
through a series of adventures as a cord traverses a string of
beads. But in general, the principal character of the picar-
esque tale, at least as it occurs in English literature, was
taken from below the level of the aristocracy, evidently so
that he might, without offense, engage in exploits unbecoming
to the gentility. Nash cleverly secured the advanxages of
using a noble characxer with those of using a low fellow, by
having his hero, Jack Wilton, enter the service of the Earl
of Surrey, whom he accompanied on a tour of Western Europe.
In this w'ay, Nash w/as able to introduce Jack at certain elegant
functions, such as pageants, tourneys, and scholastic debates,
and at the same ti.me nermit him, v/hen off duty. to indulge in
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PROCEDURES INREALISi.!
adventures of a much lov:er kind. Obviously, this device affords
the maximtun range of viewpoint.
Defoe, however, in his four picaresque narratives com-
pleted between 1730 and 1724, limited himself to protagonists
from the lower classes, indeed from the ranks of criminals.
And these works have a very considerable value in the establish-
ment of social realism, not alone because they introduce low
characters but because, through the completeness of Defoe’s
imaginative understanding, those characters take hold on our
sympathies, winning us to an interest in their motives and the
origins of their anti-social attitudes. By thus shifting the
reader’s interest from purely external adventure to miental adven
ture, even of a simple kind, Defoe anticipated a characteristic
procedure of the modern novelists and illustrated the soundest
arg^iment for social realism; namely, that every huinan mind,
however mean, moves in a curiously drainatic fashion and that
its struggles provide the most fascinating, materials for study.
With Smollett the picaresque narrative, turning again on
incident rather than on motive, demands characters whose social
condition will permit them to range broadly through exoeriences
of various kinds. Many of Smollett’s leaning characters are
thus taken from the common walks of life, enough of them, at
least, to permit the author the representation of low scenes
as well as more respectable ones.
After Smollett it can hardly be said that the occasions
of picaresque structure had much to do with encouraging social
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realism. Other forces viere already v.orking: so vigorously toifa.rd
that end that the influences of the picaresoue, even if they
had been nu-merous and continuous, would have seemed comparatively
insignificant; and in point of fact, Smollett had feW' successors
in that genre.
Humanitarian Influences : The middle class, as re have seen,
became the object of literary attention largely because it had
become prosperous. \t almost the sa-iS time, the lover class
vas drawing to itself the interest of writers for exactly the
opposite reason. The miseries of the poor during the first tv.o-
thirds of the nineteenth century - miseries intensified a. hun-
dredfold by the factory system and the horrors of crowded cities
became so dreadful es to excite throughout the English-speaking
world a great wave of pity mixed with hot indignation against
the social system which made such cruel suffering possible.
The effect on literature was immediate and widespread.^
Poets, novelists, essayists, and a host of minor pamphleteers
vied with one another in picturing scenes of wretchedness. It
would be pleasant to believe that their single puroose was to
kill industrial slavery, but it is only too evident that some
of them joined the clamor under the impulse of motives more
complex. For the situation not only imposed on literature a
duty; it provided literature with unusual opportunities. No
I
A chapter entitled "progress and Poverty" in Professor Ash-
ley H. Tnorndike's Literature in a Changing Age surveys this
literary response to social misfortune.
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rnaterials had ever lent themselves more perfectly to sentimen-
tality, to melodrai'ria, to prejudice, to fury - in short, .to
all the blind emotionalism by which third-rate authors could
impose on an already excited public.
The wave of reform beca:iie a flood. While theorists like
Morris and Ruekin and Henry Ceorge were busy with programs for
social rehabilitation, religious societies were fighting, by
means of tracts, against the vices with which the poor desper-
ately sought to forget their troubles; and novelists, recog-
nizing the sensational value of these moral pamphlets, freely
borrowed from them. The drunkard in particular gained a noto-
riety which established him as a stock figure in mdd-Victorian
literature, and the gambler followed him nea.rly. Every morbid
possibility of plot and character vas exploited.
According to Frierson, the morbid pathos which literature
frequently achieved under these influences was not a special
affliction but nierely the overrunning of that sympathy which
has generally marked the attitude of English writers toward
/
their subjects: “Mais 1’ interpretation sympathique de la vie
qu'on trouve chez George Eliot n'etait pas specials a ses
ouvrages. CVetait plutot une tendance qui s’etait manifestee
dans le traiternent realists des sujets depuis le temps de
Fielding et cue Dickens erigea en convention. Cn ressentait
une profonde et tendre si^rnpathie, ^crit un col laborat eur de la.
r
Quarterly Review en 1990, pour toutes les malheureuses creatures
f ' ' * / /
abandonnees, pour les reprouves, les opprimes et les persecutees,
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les petite enfants, les chiens et n-erne lee corbeaux. ’
72
Cf the v.’riters Vvho yielded therfiselves moet freely to this
movement, almost none except Dickens have survived. Their pur-
poses vere incompatible with art, and their materials belonged
to a temporary crisis rather than to the universal history of
mankind. But from their work have emerged two literary formu-
las important to social realism: the conflict between the
rich and the poor, and the picture of sordid vice ai'aong the
lower classes. In neither of these materials has the interest
entirely died out.
psychology and Theory ; Though we have already considered a
number of causes which tended to bring the common people promi-
nently into literature, we have found suggested only here and
there any conviction on the part of English writers that the
common people, in the ordinary movements of their lives, pro-
vide a thoroughly good literary material. That is to say, we
have not seen developed anything like a theory of literature
which prefers homely scenes to the heroic. The lov'-born hero
had his worth in vulgar anecdote because he could be represented
as taking part in all sorts of disreputable intrigue; in the
picaresque narrative, because his curiosity and freedom from
social restrictions afforded an extensive range of observation;
in bourgeois literature, because his kind were rising into
power and achieving the most romantic improvements in fortune;
1
Frierson, L’ Influence du Naturalisme Fran<^ais sur les Roman-
ciers Anglai^ de 1885 ^ 1900
,
p. T2~.
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in tl--3 humanitarian fiction of the nineteenth century, becauee
his troubles gave the thoughtful reader something to consider
practically and the sentimentalist something to snivel over.
The humble sort ^nexe thus courted by fiction v/riters not for
themselves alone but for some dowry of outside interest which
went with them, and the works in which they appeared were gen-
erally characterized by attention to incident rather than to
character
.
Defoe, as I have noted, gave hints of a sounder, more
thoroughgoing social realism which should rest on the study of
inner, personal problems, but even he dealt with characters
distinguished for their rascality, not with plain folks. In
other countries, however, a literary interest in common people
for their own sake had made its appearance long before the time
of Defoe. According to Gustave Reynier, Boccaccio w/as touched
with it: "II semble bien croire, cormiie les vrais realistes,
Que tous les etres huinains, a quelque condition qu'ils appartien-
nent, :.pe)vent etre des sujets interessants pour 1 ' observateur . "I
It is in the last w/ord of that comment that Reynier gives the
clue to Boccaccio’s priority in that attitude: he found ordi-
nary people interesting because he was an observat eur
,
because
he looked at them steadily instead of fabricating yarns and con-
structing puppets to act them out. ’Te shall see that, from
Boccaccio’s day to our own, it has almost always been the
Reynier, Les Ori?-ines du Roman Realiste
, p. 140.
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PROCEDURES IA' RSALISU 7^
obeerver, the close student of human nature, who ha.s been able
to turn ordinary'- characters to account. Some three hundred
years later, while Defoe was still a child, a French writer
named F^iretiere, in the preface to his Roman Rourreois
,
was
saying: "I shall tell you .... sincerely and faithfully,
several stories or adventures which happened to nersons who
are neither heroes nor heroines, who will raise no armies and
overthrow’ no kingdoms, but w:ho w’ill be honest folk of mediocre
condition and w^ho will ouietly make their way. Some of them
will be good-looking and others ugly. Some of them will be
wise and others foolish; and these last, in fact, seem likely
pto prove the. greater number." Not before Jane Austen do we
find in English a work answering closely to the description
which Furetiere gives of his Roman Sourgeois ; and still another
half century or more elapses before an English writer makes
so plain a declaration of faith in the literary importance of
co.mmon folks.
Fortunately for the student of tendencies, if not so
happily for the reader of fiction, Ceorge Eliot liked above
all things to interrupt her narratives with passages explain-
ing her theories of fiction. Very early in her career as a
writer of fiction, she uttered a vigorous apology for the
Reverend Arnos Barton, a character vrhom she had endowed w.’ith
neither ability nor charm; and passing fro.m the particular to
1
Quoted in the Introducxion by Brander Vatthews to A Manual
of the Art of Fiction
, by Clayton Hamilton; p. xvii.
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the general, ehe T:ent on to declare that ordinary people, with
all their faults and stuoidities, are oerfectly worthy of being
represented in a novel, since they are capable ol feeling poig-
nant emotion and involving themselves in situations which have
for them intense dramatic quality.'^ She returned to the same
theme in Adart) Bede
,
where she asked of the reader not only
interest but sympathy for commonplace figures: "These fellow-
mortals, every one, must be accepted as they are: you can
neither straighten their noses, nor brighten their wit, nor
rectify their dispositions; and it is these people - amongst
whom your life is massed - that it is needful you should tol-
erate, pity, and love; it is these more or less ugly, stupid,
inconsistent people, whose movements of goodness you should
be able to admire - for v'hom you should cherish all possible
hopes, all possible patience
"... I find a source of delicious sympathy in . . . faithful
pictures of a. monotonous homely existence, which has been the
fa.te of so many more among my fellow-mortals than a life of
pomp or of absolute indigence, of tragic suffering or of world-
stirring actions."^ These articles of faith, defining for the
English novel an aim not wholly unfamiliar yet in certain fine
1
This oassage occurs at the opening of Part II, Chapter V, of
The Sad Fortunes of the Reverend Amos Barton
,
the first piece
in the Scenes of Clerical Life . The story is given in Nether-
cot’s A Book of Long Stories
,
in which the passage in question
appears on pages 2AQ and S41.
2
Adam Bede
,
Everyman, Book Second, Chap. XVII, op. 172-173
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PRC0EDURE3 IH REALISE 1 (o
respects different from the goal which any other English novel-
ist (except perhaps Jane Austen) had sought, are the more
impressive in that they represent the mode - one might almost
say, the formula - of a great realist. From the viewpoint of
French criticism, indeed, no other English novelist holds so
important a place in the history of realism as George Eliot.
Says Brunetiere; “pendant bien des annees encore, lorsqu’on
voudra savoir ce qu’etaient nos moeurs de orovince, dans la
France de 1350, on relira Madame Bovary comrhe on relira Mid-
dlemarch lorsqu’on voudra savoir dans quel cercle, vers 1370,
/
s'agitait la vie provinciale d’un comte d ’ Angleterre . L'un
et 1’ autre, en effet, ce jour-la, Gustave Flaubert et George
/ 1
Eliot, ils ont epuise leur sujet.'*
George Eliot does not, of course, belong to the sentimental-
hu:nanitarian group, at whom, by the way, she glances satirically
in her reference to people who live lives “of absolute indigence,
or tragic suffering"; but she does entertain for her characters
a warm sympathy. This quality it is w'hich so much attracts
Brunetiere to George Eliot and leads him to regard her as a
sort of patron saint of the English realists, for he considers
it not so much a personal trait as a national tendency, in the
possession of which George Eliot becomes broadly representative.
/
“Kous avons appuye longuement sur le trait qui, selon nous,
doit ma,rquer entre le natural! sme anglais et le natural! srne
_
Brunetiere, Le Roman Natural iste
,
p. 166.
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francais la plus profonde difference. Sa profondeur de
peychologie, sd solidite^ rtietaphy sique, sa largeur morale,
tout, dans, le naturalisms anglais, precede, a notre avis, de
cette communication de sympatliie . If Brunetiere is right,
social realism had reached, then, by about 1860, a secure
footing and had strengthened the English novel in both its
philosophy and its psychology.
These t^^'o latter elements, Vvhich Frierson remarks as the
most notable characteristics of George Eliot's work, were at
the saine time repaying the obligation by consolidating social
realism. As I have already observed, it was not until novel-
ists had developed the technique of psychologica.1 ana.lysis that
common people really beca-me very promising material for fiction,
since it is only with respect to mental experience that all
men, whether of high or low conditions, can be said to have
adventures worth recording. For the romancer, no character
can be used prominently whose life is not more than ordinarily
rich in excitement; but to the psychological novelist, every
life is exciting, though it be spent altogether within the nar-
row confines of a village street, for in the life of the mind
there can hardly be a happening which does not wake some sort
of response, no challenge which does not meet an unuttered
resistance, no rude joy or inevitable pain which does not leave
the soul different, by a little, from what it has been.
1
Brunetiere, Le Roman Naturaliste
,
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FROCEDU?£S IN REALISM
The philosophy under which realism was developing in the
middle 1300* s derived very largely from Protestantism, a cir-
cuiiistance which Brunet i^re thinks generally accountable for
that sympathy which the English novelists, unlike the French,
show toward their common and imperfect characters. That view
is easy to accept. The translation of the Bible and the gen-
eral extension of literacy could not have failed to make"' con-
spicuous - what a more autocratic theology had not emphasized -
the Essential and inalienable worth of the individual, humble
or otherwise. But that same progress in education which had
made the Bible available to the common Englishman had tended
in another way too toward the same result. For the reading of
fiction, as well as Scriptural reading, had become rapidly a
democratic achievement, and ordinary folks had grown eager to
discover in literature a reflection of their own lives and a
discussion of their actual problems. Tne movement of which
George Eliot's work comes as a fulfillment has thus a kind of
intrinsic sym... ;ry and unity, in that the literary qualities
which it encouraged and the growth of a reading public apt to
appreciate those qualities seem both to be traceable to a com-
mon origin. The vogue of social realism stood squarely on two
well-matched legs.
After George Eliot, the English novel occupied itself
soberly v/ith common people, quite as if it had never courted
the high-born and the wealthy. In the hands of certain authors -
Ka.rdy, for e:^ample - it continued more or less provincial;
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FROOEDUHSS IN REALISE' 7 ^
under other direction, it turned toward the eimpler phaeee of
town and city life, eojnetimes on the very lowest levels, ^nore
often on the even less romantic plane of professional folks and
families '*in comfortable circumstances. " There are, of course,
exceptions; but they are neither very numerous nor very hard
to account for. Cne readily understands that a connoisseur of
the fine -nuances of personality like Henry James w'ould feel
himself under the necessity of choosing for his characters peo-
ple capable of motives above the primitive and the conventional
andj/r. Walpole leans somewhat in the same direction. But
particular cases aside, the art of fiction in English has
remained for now- some generations both nopular and socially
realistic, an art of and for the people.
Sardonic Realism ; Under the influence of the French, Zola in
particular, a few English writers, during the last quarter of
the nineteenth century, adopted a bitter tone v;ith respect to
the bourgeoisie and the lov/er classes. The complacent stupid-
ity of the former, the sordid vulgarity of the latter, became
for these writers the object of savage ridicule. An extreme
illustration of the tendency is Arthur Korrison’s short-story
On the Stairs
,
which tells of a mother in the East End of Lon-
don who hoards five shillings given her by a doctor for medi-
cine to save the life of her son, in order that, after the
son's death, she may be able to afford a more ostentatious
funeral, with “plooras”.^
1
This story, from L'orrison' s Tales of Yean Streets
,
is given
in Robert Gay’ s The College Book of prose.
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PROCEDURES IN ?-EALIS;<:
Although the authors of this group, Fhich included the-
novelists Moore, Crackanthorpe, and Oissing, frequently dis-
played the hard, clear technical virtues of their French
master, the movement seems to have lacked the force to per-
petuate itself. As L'. Chevalley ooserves: "The realists,
the disciples of Zola - for example, Hubert Crackanthorpe, a.nd
George Yoore in his earliest stage - tried in vain to acclima.te
in England the ‘slice of life,' sordid life, that ras suited
neither to British taste nor temperarr;ent . Only tv;o or three
books that resulted from this movement survived the succes de
scandale that greeted thera."^ Apparently that sympathetic
instinct in which Brunetiere finds the central excellence of
English realism is too strong v/ith the British public to allow
much popularity for satirical attacks directed against v;hole
segments of the population. And it is not strange that the
middle class, though friendly enough to the depiction of its
own faults in comedy, should not find it agreeable to be
sneered at in dead earnest. Its attitude is like that of Cwen
lister's Yirginian: "’^hen you call me that, smile I"
The Effects of Social Realism ; Social realism, it muet.be
admitted, has not always kept the best of company: from time
to time it has appeared in close relation w;ith obscenity, with
sentimentality, with morbidity. But social realism, which is
a literary practice, cannot be held responsible for such
1
Chevalley, The Modern Enrlish Novel
, p. VS.
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PRCOEDURES IN REALIS:^ g 1
primitive vices. They may be its ancestors; hardly its off-
spring. There is no reason to believe that a literature of
the common people need be intrinsically unwholesome or ignoble,
particularly since modern society has no level on which the
conduct of life is purely ideal. There are no fundamental
human virtues which may not be found outside the oale or elegant
society as well as vjithin it, nor are there any faults worth
discussing - not even excepting the fault of snobbery - which
may not be as significantly illustrated in the life of the
small tradesman as in that of an earl. Insofar as literature
is concerned with broad, universal traits and experiences, it
loses no opportunities by being democratic.
I have already suggested, indeed, that whenever a novelist
or a writer of short stories undertakes to reoresent some phase
in the life of common people, he has the peculiar advantage of
being able to study his materials with a good deal of freedom.
Lacking the wealth and influence to conceal their short-comings,
and often lacking, furthermore, the well-bred reserve to refrain
from talking about themselves, common folks lie willy-nilly
more or less open to inspection. Their little triumphs and
their little failures make daily grist for the newspapers.
Their petty gossip reveals at the same time the affairs of their
neighbors and their own weaknesses. Consequently the writer,
however scrupulous he ma3/ be about accuracy and documentation,
has no difficulty in looking through t heir glass houses and
getting at the real mechanism of their lives.
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PPCCSDURES Ilj REALISM
A cognate result of social realism has been a deepening
seriousness in the tone of prose fiction. The problems dealt
with in novels particularly have assumed a breadth of social
meaning quite foreign to the purely individual problems r^'hich
confronted the characters in novels only a few generations ago.
And this is the case not only in works which pretend to offer
ready-made solutions but also in the works of those authors who
most hotly disclaim any didactic purpose, so that, in a sense,
our prose fiction may be said to have moved generally in the
direction of problem literature. Some writers propose theories;
others do no more than describe difficult situations and supply
fragments, of data. But the members of both groups show' them-
selves av/are that every-day life is thick-set with questions to
be dealt with, and so develop in their reader the habit of
thinking earnestly about matters of economics, political science,
and social ethics. Hov.^ this tendency affects the profounder
development of literature, we shall consider in the next and
final section of this paper.
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PROCEDURES IN REAL I Si.
PRAGMATIC REALISM
The deepest meaning rhich the term realism can assume v.ith
respect to literature goes beyond and beneath technical realism
and social realism, penetrating to the very inner secret of
the a,uthor's attitude tovard his materials. It implies a criti-
cism of his rork as a rhole and of every important element in
the work, - structure, plot, character in its immediate pre-
sentation and in its development, and active environment. If
the W'ork has a moral thesis, it regards that too, for realis.m
in this sense is profoundly if not exclusively concerned with
the philosophic relations of literature.
This special kind of realism I shall call ora- mat ic .^
because it is distinguished from other forms of realism, and
from other literary tendencies that are not realistic at all,
by that attitude toward truth which William James called "prag-
matism.” Thus the pragmatic realist (to give a rough defini-
tion) is an author who seeks to represent life truly and who
bases the truth of his representation on observed fact, not
upon dogma or convention or idealism or untested authority of
any sort whatsoever. His understanding of life he implies
in the consequences which he represents as proceeding from
traits of character, from the influences of environment, and
1
This adjective was suggested to me by Mr. Roger Thomas, of
the Department of English at Boston University. So far as I
know, it has not been given this application before in any
critical v/ork.
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PRCOEDURES IN REALISE
from specific acts or occurrences. Fuat the character does,
V'hat he thinks, v’hat destiny befalls him, - these are- the
kinds of evidence from v/hich re have to determine the pragmatic
realist's philosophy.
Realism and Pessimism; The philosophic attitude of many of the
realists is pessimistic. That fact has often been remarked
upon and has even given rise to a popular belief that In litera-
ture, realism and pessimism 8>re synonymous, - an opinion rhich,
it must be admitted, has had a certain founda.tion. For the
French naturalistic school, rhich is a development of the
realistic movement and which has exerted no little influence
on English literature, appears to rest on a formula rhich denies
freedom of vill and consequently the worth of huinan effort.
Says Frierson: "On peut ... avancer avec assurance que la
tendance du natural! ste est vers un d^terminisme plus rigoreux
cue ne I'est celle du r^aliste psychologue. Dans le premier
cas, I'int^ret eveill^ chez le lecteur depend des facteurs
mat^riels qui influent sur le destin d'un individu, et dans
le second cas, de la ligne de conduite adoptee par un individu
devant lequel s'ouvrent pluse^urs possibilites. Le naturaliste
a done tendance a choisir des nersonnages dont les actions
soient le plus facilernent inf luence'^es par les circonstances
materielles, tandis que le re'aliste psychologue traitera
d'individus dont la vie est le plus soustraite aux forces
aeterminantes. " From v/hich it seems to follow that the method
1 —
Frierson, L' Influence du Naturalisms Francais Sur les
Romanciers Anglais de 1885 a 190Q
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FRCOEDURES IN REALISY.
of the naturalistic writer /nakes him a pessimist whatever his
convictions. But this explanation is not enough to make clear
whj’- the English realists, who have generally avoided the extreme
determinism of the French, should so frequently have arrived,'
through their studies of life, at disheartening conclusions.
Looking back at English literature before the nineteenth
century, we find, in point of fact, that our early realists
were more often cheerful than not. Defoe, a realist of realists,
in dealing v/ith even his most rascally characters, had a vray
of letting repentance cancel out former evils and avert some
of the expected o^^nsequences of unrighteousness. Jane Austen
always managed to leave a oleasant taste in the reader's mouth,
though she admitted frankly that the v/orld is too much marked
with vulgarity and folly. C-eorge Eliot, in spite of her crea-
tion of tragic incidents, seemed to be more at home in cheerful
surroundings; indeed, she betrayed very often that most delight-
ful, if not most rational, optimism which sees a necessary con-
sequence between virtue and its rewards. But with Thackeray
there had already begun a line of English realists in whom
cheerfulness less appears than cynicism, irony, and down-right
mournfulness, and in the v;orks of the earlier realists, though
the general conclusions may be agreeable enough, there are
numerous pictures which in themselves represent what is highly
disagreeable.
The reason is not far to seek. Realism, like so many
other literary tendencies, appears in its strongest, most
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FRCCEDURE3 IN REALISM % ia
self-conscious forms v;hen it rises against some contrasted
attitude. It is most conspicuous when it appears as a correc-
tive proposed to re-establish in literature an equilibrium
temporarily lost. Now, almost always when a writer or a group
of writers throw off the discipline of realistic purpose and
give an irresponsible view of life, their deviation is toward
the side of too qiuch complacency; they allow themselves to be
swept along in the current of popular temper, which, in England
at least, is pretty generally buoyant. Except for the Puritans,
no dominant social group of Englishmen have been able for long
to uphold with any consistency a discouraging opinion on the
value of life and the agreeableness of its destiny. ?!'hat the
realist has had to contend against, then, has been most often
an irrational cheerfulness, a willingness to look past whatever
is unpleasant; and so, as correctionists, it has been their
function to point out the darker accents in the fortunes of
humanity, to remind people that life does offer examples of
undeserved suffering, of virtue unrew-arded, of high arobitions
thwarted, of innocence abused, of persistent ignorance and
stupidity and vanity. Their "real" pictures of life are thus
not always the whole truth but only that side of truth w'hich
popular literature has neglected.
Occasionally, there has come to us a great, well-balanced
prophet capable of seeing life as a whole, v^hose function it
has been not to weight the light pan of literary philosophy,
not to restore a lost equilibriu.m, but to propose a view of
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FRCCEDUPwES IN REALISII
life in itself perfectly equilibrated
.
&-7
Cbaucer v/as such a ‘
figure; Sbakeepeare, another. And i/rithin narrorer limits,
Fielding, Jane Austen, and Ileredith displayed a like soundness
and catholicity of outlook. Of these five, it is worth noting,
each one, except possibly Fielding, wrote from an innate breadth
of philosophy, more or less unconscious of the need to push
against the unbalanced tendencies of their contemporaries. They
were not in revolt. ''Mith a sublime indifference to what others
were doing, they stood simply on their own feet; and this inde-
pendence of outside literary currents made it possible for them
to stand erect.
But in general our realists have been involved in the push-
ing, shoving throng of small philosophers, influenced by the
life around taem as muon as they have influenced it; and their
motives have not been purely to look upon the world from an
eminence of impersonal criticism but to reflect the tougher
part of current thought and to oppose errors that have become
too flagrant. Before considering the relation between realism
and literature as an art, we must consider, then, what were
some of the external conditions to which English realism has
responded.
Realism in the Field of Ilorals ; By ado2:)ting: the term ora matic .
we have implied that this philosophic kind of realism in litera-
ture is opposed to idealism and in general to all metaphysical
conclusions for which some justification cannot be found in the
actual experiences of life. Superficially, then it might be
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PROCEDURES IN REALISE
supposed that the Christian Church v.'ould not furnish much
inspiration to the realists, since its characteristic tone
is idealistic and its most pov.’erful motives are based on the .
non-pragmatic assumption of an anthropomorphic, personal deity;
of an extra-worldly authority for the lavjs of human conduct;
and of an after-life in which non-practical virtues are rewarded.
But in the field of moral instruction, the Church and the lay
moralists who have responded most sensitively to its influence
have occupied a dual position. Cn the one hand, they have
warned the sinner of the eternal punishments awaiting those
who incur God's wrath; on the other hand, they have frequently
called his attention to the immediate and tangible consequences
of wrong behavior. In this latter procedure, they have been
thoroughly pragmatic, for their contentions are borne out in
the strictest sense by human experience.
Langland's vision of Gluttony, which I atn never tired of
citing as realism of the most thorough hind, represents the
glutton as being: punished for his day-long drinking ’oout, not
by the displeasure of God, not by the recording of demerits
against him in the Book of Doom, but by the most natural phys-
ical disturbances. When his friends carry him home, half-
unconscious and quite unable to command his legs, he is liter-
ally a sick man. Not all the minstrations of his household
can relieve the immediate consequences of his having drenched his
stomach with alcohol. TThatever one may think about Heaven and
the qualifications for entry there, it is impossible to
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PRCCSDURES IN REAL IS;.' ^
discover any flaift' in the truth of Lang'land's temperance
sermon.
The same homely practicality often invested the morality
plays, especially those of the coarser sort. The one called
l??anton Nyce
,
or V.’antonnesse
,
which I have already mentioned in
connection v;ith social realism, is a typical exainple. Three
children, two boys and a ^irl, are brought up together. One
bo3’’ tends to his lessons and avoids the vicious diversions
which his companions offer. Of the other two, the boy takes
great delight in ga^nes of chance, and the girl passes rapidly
from vulgar repartee to sexual promiscuity. All three appear
a few years later possessed of the respective rewards for their
conduct. The. better youth is found in the enjoyment of pros-
perity and the good opinion of his neighbors. The ofner boy
is discovered on nis way to the gallows for participating in
a robbery, and the girl is found on the brink of death from the
ravages of disease. Nothing could be more soberly natural;
the whole lesson rests on the physical and social results which
normally proceed from undisciplined living.
Marlowe's Tragical History of Doctor Faustus furnishes
an example particularly interesting because the inner truth is
associated with such idealistic material as the appearance of
angels and devils and v;ith a good deal of t'ne hocus-pocus of
medieval magic. In the early part of the play Fa.ustus con-
jures up Mephistophilis and then, finding him too ugly, sends
him away. The Doctor's reflection on this incident is
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PROCEDURES IK REALISLi ^0
interesting
:
'•Row pliant is this Mephistophilis,
Full of obedience and iromility I"
To translate the situation from allegory to practical life,
Faustus has discovered in his sin a new and interesting resource.
Ke is not much afraid of it, because, like so many of his
brother-sinners, he has persuaded himself that he can banish
it whenever it becomes too fearsome, - that is, that he ca,n
"take it or leave it alone." Somewhat later, Yephistonhilis
throws off that pliancy and becomes imperious. He addresses
Faustus with the authority of an inveterate habit, vrnen his
victim shows a tendency toward reform, the devil turns upon
him furiously;
"Thou traitor, Faustus, I arrest thy soul
For disobedience to my sovereign lord;
Revolt, or I'll in piecemeal tear thy
flesh.
"
In that there is nothin^, which a modern psychologist could not
endorse. The last line particularly suggests the experience
which actually confronts ihe habitual drunkard or user of nar-
cotics w'hen he attempts to leave hie vice; against his better
impulse fights the compelling argu^iient of physical torture.
Although Fielding can hardly be taken in general as a reli-
able teacher of morality, Tom Jones offers several examples of
realistic moral precept. On one occasion, for instance, Tom’s
over indulgence in liquor befuddles his judgment and low'ers his
resistance to the blandishments of Uolly Seagrira; on another,
his disreputable adventure with l!rs. TVaters is punished not by
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PRCOEDURES IN RSALISli
reflections on the eternal consequences of his sin but by the
realization that he had made himself less v;orthy of Sophia.
It may be thought that Fielding departs from the truth when
he allows Tom at last to marry Sophia, with the full approval
of his guardian and of Squire ’’’e stern, although they, as well
as the lady herself, are informed of the irregularities of his
conduct. But in the eighteenth century the "wild oats" doc-
trine was so generally accepted that there is nothing strange
in the readiness of those who understand Tom's good dualities
to forgive faults of that oarticular kind.
The early part of the Victorian period was oerhaps of all
times the most unfavorable to pragmatic realism as a.pplied to
raorals. Puritanism, under various names, was enjoying a kind
of sentimental afterglow, in the light of which delicacy of
conduct was bolstered up by the double law of religion and of
society. It is all the more strange, then, that Charlotte
Bronte, a young lady nurtured in the lap of respectability,
should have been able to regard licentiousness v/ith anything
but blind, unreasoning horror. Yet in the relations between
Jane Eyre and Hr. Rochester, she seems to have thought out the
inevita.ble, practical consequences which would have followed
if Jane had accepted the status of mistress. At a time when
Rochester, admitting the existence of his wife, is about to
propose an irregular relationship vith Jane, he has been tell-
ing her of his oast unhanpy life and of the three mistresses
who have successively occupied his affections. He has said.
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PROCEDURES IN REALIS?! ^
"I now hate the recollection of the time I passed vrith Celine
Ciacinta, and Clara. " The reflections which this remark awaken
in Jane appec?.r to be in the highest degree pra.g.matic ; "I
felt the truth of these words; and I drew from them the certain
inference, that if I were so far to forget myself and all the
teaching that had even been instilled into me, as - under any
pretext - with any justification - through any tempta.tion - to
become the successor of these poor girls, he v ould one day
rega.rd me v.ith the same feeling v^hich now in his mind deaerated
their memory. I did not give utterance to this conviction:
it v.as enough to feel it. I impressed it on my heart, that it
might remain tnere to serve me as aid in the time of trial."
Interpreted in the light of the rest of the book, this passage
appears to mean that Jane prized her innocence less as something
intrinsically valuable than as the one means by which she could
hold lf.T. Rochester permanently attached to her.
Examples of this ooint of view are so numerous after 1850
that it would be tedious to examine them one by one. The ten-
dency has been for the last three quarters of a century, and
still is, to examine moral lavs curiously and frankly with the
idea of learning to what extent they bear on the fortunes of
this present life. The conclusions reached by this method have
not unseldom been very like those pointed to by the conventional,
s:''’ stems of morality; but the method itself has been more nearly
scientific, not p'ui’ely dogmatic.
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q3PHCSEDURES IK EEALISl'
The Influence of Social Problems on Realierr. : For a social
problem to become an impulsive force in literature, there must
be, first, a recognition of the problem as Vvidespread and press-
ing for solution; second, a pervading sense of community pov;er-
ful enough to make men and v;omen on one level of society look
vith sympathy on the difficulties of men and vomen on a differ-
ent level, and to make clear that in whatever part society is
afflicted, the ill effects of the affliction reach to every other
part; and third, a science of health, of social relationships,
and of individual personality so far developed as to give some
hope that attention to problems in those fields may have val-
uable results.
Not until nearly the middle of the eighteenth century did
those conditions make their appearance in England. Before that
time ignorance, poverty, social injustice, and the increase of
the wretched elements of the population found their ray into
literature only in a casual fashion; and the problems of domes-
tic relationship, which occupy so much of the energy of our
modern writers, continued to be thought of as personal matters,
affording dramatic material in particular cases but incapable
of being improved in general. There ras a vague impression,
wholly unrealistic in its character, that if the unfortunate
were good, their virtue, with its hope of heavenly reward,
would somehoT? compensate their sufferings; and that if they
were bad, the worst that happened to them was no more than they
deserved. Occasionally a good-natured novelist, like Fielding,
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PROCEDURES IN REALISL' ^ ^
reflected v;it’n pity on the unhappiness of families in which the
biological increase outstripped the means, but the solution-
most often proposed vras one of private charity or of parochial
benevolence. For the most part, matters of that sort w'ere
introduced into a w'ork of literature for no deeper reason than
to give some noble benefactor the opportunity of displaying
his kindness.
One of the first v/orks to approach zhe problem of poverty
in a thoroughly realistic spirit ras The Vi 11 e
,
by Dr. Crabbe,
an expositional poem on the hard life of the peasantry. In
the first part of this work, which might have served as the
groundwork for a novel. Dr. Irabbe attacks the literary conven-
tion of representing all rural life as idyllic. He depicts,
with bitter vividness, the misery of long hours of hard labor
which bring in too little income for the bare necessities of
living, and remarks how vice, to which many of the people turn
as a relief from toil, still further spends their strength
and aggravates their wretchedness. So far, the poem would seem
to be another of those productions aimed at the moral salvation
of the poor, but he goes on to trace the life of a villager who
has worked faithfully, abstained from vice, and practiced every
virtue possible to one in his condition. Age comes on; the
worker, no longer able to earn a living, goes at last to the
poorhouse, where, unbefriended and sick, he falls victim to
brutal and ignorant medical attention, and goes to a oauper’s
grs.ve. This is the reward for virtue in humble station.
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PROCEDURES IN IiEALISil <^5
The intense realism of this poem is due, in part at least,
to the fact that Dr. Orabbe, having no theory of social justice
to elaborate, no remedies to offer, directed his v/hole atten-
tion to the business of describing a condition. There was no
temptation for him to retouch his picture for the sake of bring-
ing it into harmony with proposals for a new social order; and
so he remains pow'erfully convincing. For re accept w'ith less
antagonism the representations of an author v.^ho does not require
us to act in any particular ray of his ovn devising, who merely
describes without arguing.
It is interesting to note that among the Victorian works
dealing with the consequences of the Industrial Revolution,
this descriptive method seems to have been the one best adapted
to give a work of fiction enduring value, ^ith a few exceptions
the literary attempts that embodied very definite theories of
social reorganization have lost their appeal for us, as the
theories which animated them have been discredited and super-
seded, while on the other hand those works which limited them-
selves to a simple picturing of wretchedness have in not a few
instances continued to exert a good deal of their original inter
est. To put the matter differently, the idealistic, speculative
works, built on a utopian foundation rather than on the solid
rock of fact, have pa.ssed on with the yea.rs; the v:orks inspired
by a oragmatic realism, the works v/hich criticised by steadily
observing what a,ctually existed and by pointing out the observ-
able conseouences of actual conditions, have retained at least
a historical value.

PROCEDURES IN REALI3I/: '
Dickens, in other respects a sentimentalist and a marker
of caricatures, stood v'ith the pragmatic realists in his criti-
cisms of social conditions. The strongest blovr he could strike
at abuses vas to picture them as vividly as he knev? hov:. Even
in the fantastic Pickvrick Papers, v;e find him quitting his
jovial spinning of yarns to strike at an evil V'ith the v^eapons
of pure description;
"Most of our readers will remember that, until within a'
very few years past, there was a kind of iron cage in tue wall
of the Fleet Prison, v/ithin which was posted some man of hun-
gry looks, w'ho
,
from time to time, rattleo. a money—oox, anc.
exclaimed in a mournful voice, *Pray, remember the poor debtors
pray, remember the poor debtors. ’ The receipts of this box,
when there were any, were divided among the poor prisoners;
and the men on the poor side relieved each other in this degrad
ing office.
"Although this custom has been abolished, and the cage is
now boarded up, the miserable and destitute conditions of
these unhappy persons remains the same. V.'e no longer suffer
xhem to appeal at the prison gates to the charity and comoas-
sion of the passers-by; but we still leave unblotted in the
leaves of our statute-book, for the reverence and adrnira.tion
of succeeding ages, the just and wholesome lav- which declares
that the sturdy felon shall be fed and clothed, andv that the
penniless debtor shall be left to die of starvation and naked-
ness. This is no fiction. Not a week passes over our heads.
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FRCCEDURES IK R2ALISH
but, in every one of our prisone for debt, some of these men
must inevitably expire in the sIotjt agonies of want, if they
vere not relieved by their feiiov:-orisoner s.
No author of the period extended his criticisra of social
conditions in more directions than Dickens. Not consent vith
revealing ^ the outrageous state of English prisons, he struck
at the abuses to be found in the factory system, in the schools,
in the lat7-courts; and particularly at all those evils vhich
V. orked cruelty on children. In spite of much romantic exaggera-
tion, in spite of a good deal that v;a.s maudlin, such works as
Hard Times
,
deliver Tw'ist
.
David Popper field
,
and C-reat Expecta-
tions
.
have a certain value as social documents, ''’^'ith all their
crude overdraving and lack of proportion, they still present
to us conditions which did exist historically and in the dis-
appearance of v.'hich we can observe our progress toward civilisa-
tion.
It would be interesting to make a thorough study of the
effects produced on literature by the chaotic struggles of the
Industrial Revolution, but the task v.ould be along. A worth-
vhnile survey of those effects is already available in Ashley
Thorndike's Literature in a ChanginK Ag e, a v. ork to vhich I aic
indebted for much of the information and some of the viewpoints
I have givdn above. There one may find brief, suggestive
accounts of the principal works of fiction whicn were directed
1
Pickwick Papers
.
Chapter XLII; pages 604 and 305 in the
Landport Edition, The }iershon Co., Rahway, N.J.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISE '
toward social reform in fne nineteenth century. To read those
discussions is to realize that the Victorian v.riters, having
discovered the intensely moving drama of real life, had, for
the most part, become students of actual environment rather
than simple spinners of tales.
Y^hile most of the best novelists after Dickens continued
to look V7ith interest on social problems, there was a general
shift of attention from class problems and national oroblems
as such to the experiences of the individual. The propagandist
tendency yielded before an attitude of curious contemplation.
As C-eorge Eliot had prophesied, it W'as found that almost any
person could be made the subject of a fascinating study if one
looked at him closely enough. Cnee that conviction had been
established, personality becarr.e the controlling matter of
English fiction. It is true, of course, that lleredith in
Diana of the Crossways criticized the existing laws by which
v/omen were held unjustly dependent on their husbands, and in
Richard Feverel worked out the consequences of imposing too
inflexible a system of training on youth; and that Gissing in
his New Grub Street coraplained against the hard conditions which
a writer must face if he refuses to perform shabby tricks for
an uncultivated public. But broad as these works are in their
implications, the great merit of them lies in the dramatic
realization of character. Richard, Diana, and Reardon are vivid
personalities who attract our sympathy to themselves as individ-
uals; they are not mere x's and y’s in socialogical for.mulas.
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PRCOEHUHES IN SEALISil
In narroT-'ing liis view from whole sections of society to
the individual, the novelist did not, hovrever, escape the
need of dealing with problems in a realistic way. For matrimo-
nial relationships, which afford some of the best occasions
to study dynejiiic changes of character, continually present
themselves in problem form. The difficulties of any one family
aj-e personal; but the same general kinds of difficulties, mul-
tiplied by the number of cases in which they occur, take on
the dimensions of a broad social question. So general and
insistent is the feeling that the conventions of marriage need
to be re-explored, that writers of significant fiction are
almost compelled to approach the matter soberly. To invest
material of this kind with any meaning, they must accept the
responsibility of defining with the utmost nicety each character
in the problem group. Traits w'hich would be unimportsint in
problems of any other kind, here take on significance as the
basis for attractions and antipathies. And since nearly every
alliance of man and woman is ma-de with some prospect of satis-
faction to both, wherever an author vishes to represent a
marriage w'hich has become unsatisfactory, he must be able to
show a train of accumulated annoyances from which an antagonism,
has developed. This task requires, perhaps more than treat-
ment of any other kind of situation, an experienced observation
and if not a scientific knowledge of psychology at least a
highly sensitive intuition for human responses.
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PRCCEDURES REALISi: I
^
It demands, moreover, a temper of pragmatic realism; and
only an author who is realistic in this sense has much hope
of succeeding at it. Any ore-conceived Intention to prove a
thesis is fatal, as one may see by comparing Tess of the D'Ur-
bervilles or The Return of the Native with New Grub Street .
Hardy, with a pattern in view, could not work out the diffi-
culties -of Tess and Angel or of Clem and Eustacia without
postulating a kind of stupidity in both husband and wife - not
to mention an irresnonsible procession of accidents. Gissing,
controlled by experience rather than theory, was able to
develop with perfect consequence the drifting apart of two
people who were intelligent and to a fair degree reasonable.
Neither Reardon nor Aray is wholly in the wrong: he is stub-
born, and hie stubbornness is merely a forra of loyalty to an
honest ideal; she is too practical, but her practicality asks,
after all, no more than decent conditions of life. No brood-
ing Heath, no fusillade of unexpected calairities are necessary
to explain away ahnoriral impulses; one feels that the problem
is real and that the author's attitude toward it has been hon-
estly experimental.
New Intellectual Data ; At about the same time that English
writers were stirred by the occasions for social reform, they
fell heir to a legacy of new thought in half a dozen various
fields. Social biology was offering them fresh conclusions on
the influences of heredity and environment, and on the meaning
and consequences of fluctuations in birthrate; astronomy was
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PR0CEDU3^S IN HEALISy
explaining to them the relative unimportance of the earth in
the universal system; historical biology, under the direction
of Darvin, v/as representing man to them as the product, still
uncompleted, of an evolutionary creation; psychology v^as pro-
posing to them a ne?/ and plausible theory of determinism, and
was making clear the conflicts and complexes by v^hich the
strange irrationalities of human thinking might be explained;
and an imported positivism-^ vi'as casting suspicion on every
supposed value iPhich could not be established on a tangible
scientific basis. And as never before, these scientific
ideas vere being so ably vulgarized that they spread v/idely
through the population and created for the man of letters a
public amazingly ?;ell informed and curious.
I cannot undertake to trace all the literary reflections
of the ne^ science; I must, hov.ever, remark tro ways in which
material of this kind encouraged the impulses to literary
realism.
In the first place it served, much as social problems
were doing, to provide authors with a new kind of subject mat-
ter, attractive both because it coincided with some of the
most eager curiosities of the public and because it gave some
relief from the dog-eared themes of wooing and battling. As
we have already seen, novelists had discovered that a single
1
For the effect of skeptica.! philosophies on Victorian lit-
erature, see Purant, The Story of Philosophy
,
p. 432; and
Bruneti'hre, Le Roman Naturaliste, p. 3.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISE
personality, rhich the older va'iters Vs'ould have accepted as a
ready-made factor in a story, could now be explored and devel-
oped throughout a whole book, with a study of its causes as
well as of its consequences. Instructed by the recent find-
ings in biology, a writer could inouire to what extent the
parentage of a character and the atmosphere in which he was
brought up, had operated to fix his attitudes and traits. And
psychology, which in its simpler, empirical forms had assisted
writers to give their characters vividness and plausibility,
could now be made to furnish themes and situations as w'ell.
jS^eredith, for example, found it possible to construct the v-hole
groundwork of his Diana of the Crossways on the origin and
results of a complex developed in his heroine by an adolescent
experience. Hardy, though with less scientific responsibility,
traced out the_ forces of heritage and of immediate environment
in their effect on Tess; and again, the consequences for Eusta-
cia Vye of living in an antagonistic environment. As it i^ap-
pened, this scientific interesx of Ha.rdy was associated with
an aesthetic romanticism, so that neither Tess of the D'Urber-
villes nor The Return of the Native is altogether realistic;
but so far as Hardy understood the new science, the biological
and psychological develooraents were truthful, were carried out,
that is, in an honest, thoughtful spirit. It was only in his
metaphysical philosophy that he quite broke with the pragmatic
method. If Hardy, with all his urges to usurp the business of
creation and make a tragic world of hie own, could thus be held
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PRCOJEDURES IK REALISM
even approximately to an attitude of objective description, it
is evident hov; powerfully the new science must have operated
to inspire in writers of less eccentric genius a respect for
plain truth. And as a matter of fact, most of our gre£i,t novel-
ists since the early 80' s have been responsive, so far as they
knew' how, to the truth about human personality.
In the second place, the revolution which scientific dis-
covery had worked against the conventional modes of religious
thought, had a profound influence on the moral outlook of lit-
erature. have seen as far back as Langland a willingness
on the part of moralists to admit the claims of pragmatism
along with the less tangible principles of theology; but what
we have now to observe is a tendency in literature as well as
in actual life to reject theological principles altogether and
submit every question of conduct to the test of oractical con-
sequences. The ancient sanctions of the Ten Commandments were
weakened as astronomers began to teach of the world as a tiny
affair all but lost in the vastness of the universe, and as
evolutionists unfolded their theory of a creation infinitely
slow and regular, very different from the rapid magic described
in the first chapter of Genesis. It became harder to believe
that the author of a universe so magnificent, the deviser of
laws so grandly i.mpersonal, could be jealous of the obedience
of individuals, could be moved to anger at personal transgres-
sions. Thoughtful men became more and more disposed to regard
moral conduct as controlled not by a series of arbitrary tabus
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PROCEDURES IN REALISN
but by an immense and impersonal lav: of consequences. Ae this
idea found its ray into literature, writers grew more and more
interested in discovering hov; any particular form of conduct
really and practically affected the happiness of the individual.
If, as seemed possible, the ultimate moral sanctions were prag-
matic, it beca.ue highly important to re-examine every conven-
tion frora the nev/ viewpoint.
Properly speaking, the fruition of this tendency lies
outside the province of our discussion, for the best examples
of it belong to the twentieth century rather than to the nine-
teenth. Hardy might have represented it worthily had he not
chosen to raa^ke human destiny dependent on the caprice of unsym-
pathetic gods rather than on the immutable workings-out of
natural law. Neredith might have become its illustrious prbphet
if he had interested himself in moral instead of intellectual
and emotional data. Conrad, despite a purpose in some respects
highly romantic, did come very close to the point, in that his
characters are firmly bound by the consequences of their own
acts. Perhaps George Noore, in his imitation of the "experi-
mental" novels of Zola, actually illustrates it best in his
generation, but he allowed other interests to draw him away from
the genre before his influence could solidly establish it in
the English novel.
^
I
Unfortunately I have had the time to gain only a very slight
first-hand acquaintance with the works of George Moore; my
statements regarding him are based on The Modern English Novel
,
by Chevalley, and on various references to him in French works
of criticism.
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PRCCEDURES IN REALISM |05
In the drama, hov/ever, the pragmatic- outlook on morality
is beautifully exemplified in Pinero’s The Second Mrs. Tancueray ,
a tragedy v;hich suggests the temoer of our ov/n Mr. O’Neill in
its pitiless application of the nat-ural consequences of moral
looseness, and in its pointed disregard of the conventional
attitude. For Paula Tanqueray is surrounded entirely by people
v;ho are willing to overlook her past. The husband has even vio-
lated an ancient principle in accepting as his wife a woman vho
has belonged successively to a number of other men. But her
moral liberties, though forgiven, still make impossible her
adjustment in the new environme-nt . Her best impulses are dis-
torted by the morbid tw'iet of her conscience. Her influence
on the grov;ing step-daughter is bad in spite of her beet reso-
lutions, and in a time of crisis she is aole to be honest only
at the co.st of her every hope in life.
A less positive statement of the nev; moral outlook is
implied in Oscar Tvilde’s Lady ?’indermere' s Fan
,
of which the
theme is that people cannot be classified arbitrarily as "good"
or "bad. " TQiile the playwright does not say it directly, he
hints that a better classification would be into the classes
of socially efficient and socially inefficient, the former grouo
consisting of those who have arranged their lives to reap the
greatest oossible satisfaction, a.nd the latter, of those who
have bungled the business of living. His test of moral conduct,
in any case, lies in the practical outcome.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM
Revolt Ap:ainst Cogiplacency ; Of the forces tending to encourage
a pragmatic realism, it remains nov; to speak of only one more,
the oldest and most persistent of all; namely, the impatient
reaction aga.inst complacency and conventionality. The sober
responsibility Fhich raost great vriters have felt, at one time
or another, is Fell expressed by George Eliot: ".’..I am con-
tent to tell my simple story, v ithout trying to make things
seem better than they were; dreading nothing, indeed, but
falsity, \^.-hich, in spite of one’s best efforts, there is rea-
son to dread. Falsehood is so ea.sy, truth so difficult. The
pencil is conscious of a delightful facility in draving a
griffin - the longer the claws, and the larger the wrings, the
better; but that marvelous facility which we mistook for genius
is apt to forsake us when we want to draw a real unexaggerated
lion. Exaixiine your words well, and you will find that even
when you have no motive to be false, it is a very hard thing
to say the exact truth, even about your own i.mraediate feelings -
much harder "Chan to say something fine about them which is not
the exact truth." Whenever, for a time, literature has been
dominated by pure invention or stereotyped sentiment or any
of the other kinds of facile untruth, there has never failed
to arise some such vigorous spirit to iOi..and that literature
get back to serious business. In the history of the novel,
particularly, one finds curious groupings which show this con-
stant interaction of force against force: Richardson and
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PROCEDURES IN REALISM ‘
Fielding, Dickens and Thackeray, Ha.rdy and Meredith.^ In 'Some
cases, as in that of Fielding and Richardson, the principal
motive of the stronger was to check or counterbalance the influ-
ence of the weaker; but more often the spirit of revolt has
combined with other occasions. Thus toward the middle of the
nineteenth century, the realistic motive, while in a sense
reactionary against the romanticists, was strengthened by the
pressure of social wrongs and by the advent of new materials
from science and philosophy. To say in just That proportion
an individual writer was influenced by each of these elements
would be a task requiring a very considerable critical genius.
Practical Limits of Realism ; YJe are accustomed to think of
the pragmatic realist as distinguished from other kinds of
writers by having less of the fantastic about him and more of
the solid, common-sense temper; yet in one respect, it seems
to me, he is less practical than the v'ildest fabricator of
romance, for the task he has set himself is that most visionary
of e-11 quests; the search for truth. The moral idealist has
only a sermon to preach, and once his text is fairly expounded
he may rest; the emotional romanticist, like the maker of
songs, has a relatively narrow gamut of tones to combine, and
whenever he chooses to manage "a cadence, he may call his work
finished. But there is no end to the labor of the realist;
1
^
Brunetiere was so strongly persuaded of this principle that
he fretted at not being able to find a non-r ealistic English
writer to balance against Deorge Eliot. Tith some hesitation
he proposed Carlyle for that distinction. Le Roman Naturalists,
p. S75.
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PROCEDURES IN REALISi" 16 ^
he can never tell the v^hole truth, not even the whole truth
about a single character, or the view from a window, or the
glint of sunlight on a copper kettle. However he narrows his
subject, some of the truth escapes him. But if his labor is
interminable, not so is the patience of his readers. Though
truth be endless, a book must have an end. And so the neces-
sity arises of striking a compromise between the ideal of
realism and the practical business of creating realistic
literature
.
So long as a work of literature is nucleated by a plot -
that is, by a particular conflict or problem - a compromise
of that sort is easily effected. One goes on until the con-
flict is resolved or the perplexity unraveled, and then stops,
meanTdiile keeping an attitude of sober truth toward all the
realities which enter into the plot, and disregarding a thou-
sand and one other realities w’hich might have been pointed out
in the lives of the characters. The plot serves as a touch-
stone to determine what shall be used and vUaat shall be left
aside, and w;here the book shall be terminated.
But under the influence of French naturalism, the later
English realists of the nineteenth century ^rew almost morbidly
suspicious of plot, looking upon it as a device which not
only was somewhat artificial in itself but also w'as an impedi-
ment to the fullest realizing of truth about life; and this
prejudice has continued to grow. For about forty years, the
novels in tne strictest r/iode ol realism have been unolotted
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PRCCJliDURES IN REALISM ,
studies
,
usually of character though sometimes of atmosphere,
in which the .aim has been to express the fullest possible
truth about the subject. And the authors of these works,
Deprived of the limiting influence of plot, have had serious
problems to meet in deciding how much to include and where
to stop.
For studies of this kind it has been realised that no
brief term of years in a character's life can be regarded as
a self-complete unit. ^Yhat the man is at twenty-five is com-
prehensible only when we understand v'hat he was a.t three and,
indeed, what at least two generations of his ancestors were
before him. Moreover, the old convenient method of closing
a book when the principal character marries, is now pretty
thoroughly discredited, for marriage is recognized as being
not the end of character development but, on the contrary,
the one event which is most likely to work revolutionary change
on personality.
Ko great difficulty is involved in the shifting of atten-
tion from courtship to marital relationship, for the dra...atic
side of any marriage admits a conclusion, either through the
establistunent of some kind of equilibrium or through definite
failure. But the attempt to account completely for a character
without overlooking any significant influence of heredity or
environment, obviously necessitates the extension and expansion
of an author's materials indefinitely. There is no place to
stop. If, to account for a character's heredita.ry background.

PROCEDURES IN REALISM
a generation of his forbears are introduced, the very lives
which are brought in for the sake of explaining, constitute
in thernselves a further material to explain. Consequently,
no matter how far a work of this kind is extended, the limits
of it will have at last to be set arbitrarily.
In practice, English novelists have adopted tw'o kinds of
solution; the biographical novel, wfnich has enjoyed some vogue
for now somew'hat more than three decades; and the series of
novels, like Mr. Galsworthy's Forsyte Sara
,
dealing v.ith a
whole fauaily group. 'Without a doubt, these forms do bring; the
novelist closer to a broad truth than he could have reached by
voyking out a closely limited plot, and there is no reason, so
far as art is concerned, why they should not be employed again
and again; but a large paxt of the reading public could be as
well satisfied v ith works of narrower scope.
Tne passionate effort to express truth in its fulness has
had another consequence; na-mely, the multiplication of details
of every sort. Novelists of atmosphere, becoming self-conscious
on this point, have been driven by the urge to set down every
possible item of the life which they describe, and psychological
realists have pursued every microscopic detail which might be
made accountable for the moulding of a character. For the first
time, perhaps, it has seemed important for a novelist to make
an exhaustive study of his subject, even to the extent of tak-
ing voluminous notes in preparation for writing. This frenzy
for documentation, it is true, has never reached such extremes
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FRCCEDURES IK REALISM
in England as in France, but several of the English novelists
vho had been influenced by French naturalise did go to very
considerable lengths in achieving backgrounds which should be
complete and authentic. George hoore, for example, is described
by Frierson as halving made an exhaustive study of traveling
light opera companies, in preparation for one of hie boohs^.
Used to a moderate extent, this careful and conscientious
working out of details has added a wholesome interest to works
of fiction, but the device is one easily abused and, when abused,
highly destructive to literary values. In the first place, as
I have suggested in connection with technical realism, the use
of data is never thoroughly effective unless the details are
in some sense composed . To describe a character or a scene
veil is to dispose the elements of it purposefully and systemat-
ically, so that the reader may discover not simply a catalogue
of features but a single, coherent picture. Now, the more
richly detail is multiplied, the more difficult becomes the
problem of composition. Descriptions grow long and tedious;
detail loses its meaning; and the reader, inattentive in spite
of himself, passes from full comprehension to a kind of blurred
impressionisra. In the second place, v:henever an author devotes
himself too loyally to the business of collecting docuiLented
detail, he is very likely indeed to lose his sense of oropor-
tion and to treat fact - any fact - as if it had an intrinsic
I
Frierson, L* Influence du Naturalisme Francais sur les Roman-
ciers Anglais de 1895 a 13QQ
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PPX'CEDURSS IN REALISii
value apart from it? meaning. This danger Clayton Kanilton
has pointed out in his Art of Fiction ; "The realist .... in
his careful imitation of actual life, may grov; near-sighted
and come to value facts for their orn sake, forgetting that
hie primary purpose in setting them forth should be to lead
us to understand the truths rhich underlie them." And again;
"lore and more, as the realist advances in technic and gains
in a-bility to represent the actual, he is tempted to make pho-
tographs of life instea.d of pictures. A picture differs from
a photograph mainly in its artistic repression of the unsignifi
cant; it exhibits life more truly because it focusses attention
on e-ssentials. Nothing can be more important, if the writer
is sincere in attempting to convey the utmost truth, than this
subordination and even suppression of minor details. For the
reality with which the artist concerns himself must be a si:- -
nificant reality, one capable of meaning for men and women,
one powerful to enlighten and re-enforce the practical and
ideal experiences of human life. Now, there is no situation,
except the patterning of a system of metaphysics, in w-hich all
the qualities of a real object are at the same time significant
In practical dealing, we inquire just so much about a thing as
will make a difference in our attitude toward it. ?’e are -
that is to say - pragmatists. And what we demand of the pro-
fessed realist is consequently not an absolute reality but a
1
Both of these cuotations occur on page 41 of The Art of
Fiction
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fairly dependable presentation of those aspects of a thing
Thich bear -pertinently on our own interests.
Realism and Lforal Responsibility ; The question of how far an
artist must or may endow his creations vith moral purpose
becomes especially pressing in its relation to literature, for
literature, from the nature of its subject matter, is never
without its , social implications. Unlike music and the visual
arts, it has no "absolute" forms in which the artist can shut
himself away from every moral consideration.^ Whenever men and
women are represented as living and acting, their conduct lies
open to judgment, and the more convincing such representations
are made - that is, the more closely they approach reality -
the more certa.in it is that they will be regarded as fair
material for criticism, v.-hether or not the artist deliberately
intended to moralize.
There is no reason, from the definition w’hich I have given
of pragmatic realism, why an artist working in that mode should
)
not moralize if he chooses. The only restriction which inheres
in the term is that if he preaches, his doctrine must be founded
upon his own experimental conviction, not upon any conventional
authority which he accepts on faith. George Eliot, indeed,
seems to have been both moralist and pragmatic realist at the
same time, for it is equally impossible to doubt the sincerity
1
Pure scientific description and pure scientific exposition
would be absolute in this sense; but I do not include them in
my understanding of the term literature
.
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PRCOSDURES IN REALISE |l4
and originality of her search for truth, or to ignore the note
of didacticism which runs through her novels.
But generally speaking, the oragmatic realists have not
chosen to mount the pulpit, openly at least. Their moral con-
victions, if they have been conscious of having any, they have
preferred to let appear in the pictures they give of life, so
that the reader, by studying life in fiction, may re-discover
its meaning as the authors themselves discovered tiiat meaning
from the life of actuality. For the feeling has been strong
that the more an author projects himself into his creations,
the more likely he is to be swayed from the truth by little
undetected biases in himself. In the passage which I quoted
under the "Revolt Against Qomplacency" George Eliot spoke
earnestly of how difficult it is to tell the oure truth, and
the most conscientious realists have felt the justness of that
observation. For the sake, then, of guarding against the most
patent sources of error, they have usually attempted, in some
v;ay or other, to restrain not only their missionary zeal but
as well every other sympathy or affection v^hich might distort
their vision.
The "comic attitude" which Meredith deliberately chose to
define his own relation to his subjects, is a precautionary
device of that kind. It consists in a spirit of detachment
very like what we call the aesthetic attitude, not entirely
devoid of sympathy but cool and lofty, as if the writer occupied
a plane superior to that of hu.r-anity, from which he regarded
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FROCEDUHES IJI REALISll
human conduct with an air at once tolerant, interested, and
critical; or as if he beheld his characters moving not in
actual life but on the stage of a theater, where, by a subtle
convention, he could observe them vithout being able to inter-
fere in their actions and without being touched too immediaxe+y
by their happiness or unhappiness. Thackeray's device of the
puppet shov: in Vanity Fair had a good deal the saii.e effect of
permitting the author to remain detached and critical.
The disciples of Flaubert and later of Zola were led, how-
ever, to distrust even the critical sympathy which heredith
aiid Thackeray had permitted themselves. Their aim, insofar
as they followed these two masters of French realism, W’as to
achieve an art wholly impersonal. The function of a waiter
as they saw it v.as to reproduce life as exactly as possible,
without allowing his own personality to f ind so much as the
slightest reflection in his w^ork. Literature was to adopt the
most rigorous proceedings of science, was to free itself from
the domination of writers with strong opinions, so that the
reader might arrive inductively at whatever truth he could
find, without being subject to the slightest interference or
urging on the part of the author.
There is something heroic in this self-effacing reverence
for truth, but at the sarnie time there something ridiculous, as
a number of critics were exceedingly quick to point out. Rey-
nier has exposed the fallacy as brilliantly as any: "II est
trop evident qu'il ne peut y avoir de realisme pur, absolu,
d' image parfaitement exacte de la nature. Rien assurement
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PRCOEDUFIES IW REALISM ill?
n'est plus chimerique que ce •grand art scientifique et. iLoper-
sonnel* que revait Flaubert, puisque chacun voit le rnonde
exterieur avec des yeux different s, le traduit selon son tem-
perament nropre, puisque le mot meme d'art implique I’idee
d • interpretation personnelle et de clioix."- Literature is
not art, indeed, unless it admits this obligation to inter-
pret. As for life, we have it before us, complex, obscure,
stubbornly concealing its rational principles; and if the
artist can give us nothing clearer, nothing illuminated by
his own wisdom, there is no good reason v-'hy v:e should patronize
him. For much, if not all, of the satisfaction we derive
from a work of art comes from this: that the artist has re-
duced actual complexity to a pattern simple enough for us to
understand. An etching by Rembrandt is cleaxer than would
have been the scene it represents because Rembrandt has cleared
aw-ay every impertinent detail vfnich could get between us and
the inner meaning of the thing. And, in point of fact, a
novel by Flaubert is clearer than the life which it represents
because the innate artistry of Flaubert, despite his protesta-
tions to the contrary, led him to work the same kind of light-
bringing miracle upon his materials.
The other point on which Reynier touches, less explicitly,
is that "chacun voit le monde exterieur avec des yeux diffe'r-
ents." If there W'ere no other argument against purely impersonal
I
^
Reynier, Les Crji-ines du Homan Realist e. Introduction, r^. vi
.
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literature, that v.ould be sufficient, for it oetrays the irupeT-
to the ends of art but assonal
utterly outside the bounds of possibility. A nev;spaper reporter
might conceivably describe an incident fro.m an entirely imper-
sonal point, of view; a writer of fiction could not. For in
professing to arrange imagined characters in i.magined situa-
tions so as to be perfectly and scientifically life-like, he
implies an understanding of the truth about life. If he had
no such understanding, if life had not revealed to hi;, some
secrets which he could pass on to the reader, his imagined scene
would become utterly fantastic tne moment he deviated by a
hair's breadth from what he had actually observed. The very
intelligence which makes it possible for him to create is thus
in a very high degree critical and conseouently not impersonal.
Clearly, this has a meaning on the moral responsibility of
the artist. ”'hatever he represents as happening must depend
on his belief regarding w^hat could happep. Though he utters no
word of censure or praise regarding tne conduct of his charac-
ters, the results which he makes to follow that conduct are in
themselves critical. If Emn.a Eovary, having entered on a train
of adulteries, finds her life becoming involved in bitter subter
fuges and evasions, Flaubert has recorded his conviction that,
pragmatically at least, adultery has its di sadvantages
.
The
fact that the criterion is material, not spiritual, does not in
the least prevent that conviction from being a moral judgment.
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"Any attempt to require the artipt to prove anything is
necessarily craaping, " Clayton Hamilton has said. "A true
representation of life does not prove one thing only, it proves
many things. Life is large, unlimited, and incessant; and the
lessons of the finest art are those of life itself; they are
not single but .multiple."^ And in that most realists and a
f?ood many critics as veil vould agree v’ith him; but it is nev-
ertheless true th3.t every work of realism has its lessons,
explicit or implied, and that for the soundness of those les-
sons, the artist is resrionsible
.
The last question of .roral criticism which I shall dis-
cuss is the popular, rather superficial one as to the freedom
allowable to an author in his choice of materials. Shall he
be permitted to represent anything that is morbid, depraved,
or indecent?- Is he an artist if he does so'’ On this point,
Brunet iere attacks Zola with rather extraordinary warmth.
Diecussing Zola's phrase "un art tout materialiste" he
says bitterly: "...C'est un art qui sacrifie la forme a la
matiere, 1' ideal au reel; qui ne recule ni devant I'indecence
ni devant la trivialite, la brutalite rneme; qui parle enfin
son langage a la foule, trouvant sans doute plus facile de
donner I'art en p'ature aux instincts lee plus grossiers des
masses cue d'elever leur intelli.gence lusqu’a la hauteur de
21‘art." I cite this passage not because we are more interested
I
Hamilton, The Art of Fiction
,
p. xix.
Brunet iere, L e R >man hat ur all s t
e
. p. 3.
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in Zola’s liberties than in those nracticed by our ov:n authors
but because Brunetiere has expressed in language of unsurpassed
clarity and vigor an argument frequently to be met Fith on the
part of English critics with regard to pieces of English
literature.
’^.’herever that arguraent is truly applicable, the indigna-
tion is just. If a v.riter does in fact introduce sordidness
into his vorks for the sake of pandering to vulgar instincts,
the situation is somethin^^, to deplore. If an author habitually
deals in indecency throughout his literary career, and if, in
dealing ?ith situations of that kind, he .'.nultiplies concrete
detail - making theiii picturesque, that is to say - one m£,y
fairly suspect him of lacking mental balance and of being an
unwholesome companion in literature. The effect of any single
work may not be immoral, but a long diet of such works, because
of repeated accents falling on a single type of fa,ct, would
certainly be unwholesome. It seems to me that ilr. O’Neill’s
Desire Under the Elms is an example in point. The profusion
of revolting sensuality in that play is an evident violation
of good taste; yet because the details are revolting, because
they represent lust as a kind of bestial slavery, they make one
recoil violently from it. Taken by itself, this play outdoes
any of the old moralities in discouraging one fro.m licentious-
ness. But to devote oneself extensively to plays of that kind
would be to set up an exclusive interest in one of the least
vsluable aspects of life, - a very dangerous procedure. In
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Rain
,
Sojiereeu v.aujinam’ has illustrated the danger by his :^epic-
tion of the missionary Davidson, v.'ho, by force of long unrelieved
attention to the v-ar against lust, finally succumbed to it'
himself
.
A good many writers, however, have dealt with disagreeable
subjects in a tone which disproves any intent to prostitute
art. Their treatment of evil is frank but not eager; clear
but not elaborate. And they discuss other subjects as well.
In cases of this sort, Brur'etier e ' s shaft would miss the mark,
and indignation would be out of place. One may, if he likes,
jlecide for himself not to read any work which contains the
slightest indelicacy. Hut there is no general reason why other
readers may not accept fuller accounts of life or why writers
may not decently treat life in all its significant phases.
The matter of fitness in literary materials does not limit
itself, however, to the question of decency or infecency but
includes also the question of any representations of the darker
sides of life. To w:hat extent is an author justified in a vjork
which is based chiefly on the dismal, the hopeless*? Here we
must judge not alone on the author’s intention but as well on
his spirit. In what franie of .mind does he regard life's
wretched accidents’’ Does he w^hine or can he face thew!?
In this connection, I am reminded of two works, Jonn ifil-
lington Synge’s Riders to the Sea and George Giseings'o New
Grub Street ; and my excuse for comparing tvo pieces of litera-
ture so entirely dissimilar in form is that they perfectly
*
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illustrate q:*/ point. The play represents a tragedy utterly
crushing and complete. A mother on the vsest of Irelajid has
lost her men-folhs, one by one, to the cruelty of the sea.
All her nights have been spent in anxiety, the v:orst terrors
of Fhich are nov: fulfilled. At the latter end of her days,
she is left alone but for two daughters, with whom she must
share her food and on whom she can olace little dependence for
support. And yet, in this bleakest of conditions, Synge has
made her the example of a fatalistic, unsmiling courage, hope-
less but strong. Cissing's novel, on the other hand, repre-
sents the tragic maladjustment of a person to his environment.
Other men might have found a way out of the difficulties;
Gissing's protagonist cannot. The book, though technically
superb, is one long, ineffective complaint against life. Synge
knew what to do about tragedy; Gissing knew only that he
found his lot very hard and that somebody ought to do something
about it.
Elsewhere I have said that the business of an artist is
to make life more intelligible, easier to deal with; and if I
am right about that, one of the greatest qualifications for an
artist must be the wisdom to discover how' life .may be lived with
dignity. The solution need not be a cheerful one; it need not
represent the conditions of life as comfortable or even decently
tolerable. But it must be strong and brave, if only v.'ith the
pathetic bravery of Henley’s thanks to "v;hatever gods may be”
for his '‘unconquerable soul.” Says Durant, explaining Bertrand
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Russell's philosopliy; "The 'free man' cannot comfort Jiimself
v^ith childish hopes and anthropomorphic gods; he has to keep
his courage up even though he knov.'s that in the end he too
must die, that all things must die By the knorledge
that foresees his o^n defeat he stands superior to the blind
forces that will destroy him.
\Se need not take hr. Russell's theology, but we may apply
the text. The artist himself must never surrender. His place
is among the heroes. It is not for him to sound the retreat -
a function for which there are multitudes of weak and broken
men, fitted to it by their infirmities. Of the artist there
is demanded leadership, and because leadership, courage, - not
only to see but to endure what he sees. The "stark" realist
has a special contempt for the sentimentalist who shuts his
eyes to unpleasant reality. But in the scale of cowardice how
shall we distinguish between the too sensitive spirit that will
not look and the saddist who tortures himself with a spectacle
of horror and, unable to turn away his eyes, whines and gibbers
in despair*? It is not to cowards of either brand that we look
for guidance.
1
Durant, The Story of Philosophy
,
Star Edition, p. 523
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SU}^FARY
ViS have seen that the word reallsai
,
as applied to litera-
ture, has no siruple raeaning: on the basis of Vvhich works of
fiction could be divided, arbitrarily into two classes, the real-
istic and the non-realistic
;
but that, on the contrary, liter-
ary realism has a nuniber of more or less distinct planes, so
that a work might be realistic in one respect and non-realistic
in others.
^ith respect to merely technical procedures, we have found
the aim of realism to be the achievement of vividness and con-
vincing illusion, particularly in connection with the depiction
of character and the portrayal of setting; and having considered
first, the means by which a character or a scene may be sketched
in its essentials, we have remarked how, as literature developed
the scenic and the personal elements approached each other more
closely until in the works of the later realists the scene
came to be inseparable from the figures which animated it and
the characters C3,me to be highly resnonsive to their active
environment
.
T7ith respect to the subject matter of literature, we have
found that there does exist a fairly general relationship
between realistic purpose and the treatment of people in the
ordinary "walks of life, not because there is anything funda-
mentally more real about one kind of life than about another,
but because ordinary society lends itself better to realistic
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observation than does society of a more exclusive kind and
because the life of the cormnon people, responsive as it is
to the broad human impulses, has about it a universality lack-
insT on those social planes v.here special and artificial codes
of behavior prevail.
And Fith respect to the author’s reneral attitude and
philosophy, Tie have seen that the most thorough realism declines
to accept conventional authority, finding its clues instead
in the original observation of life and especially in the con-
secuences which actually proceed from particular acts and
attitudes, ’’’e have considered further to what extent a lit-
erary work can achieve a whole or final truth, and in vhat
respects an author ought to oe limited either as to his choice
of subject matter or as to the attitudes which he adopts
regarding his materials.
So far as possible, ve have exa-mined, too, the various
conditions, historical and social, which have exerted on lit-
erature an external pressure favoring realistic developments;
but Tie have not been able, of course, to v/ork out a thorough
history of causes for literary realism.
Although the division of the subject into technical,
social, and pragmatic realism does represent real distinctions
in the general field of realism, it has been noticeable that
in discussing these three phases w^e have returned again and
again to the same materials, examining them first as technical
achievements, then as social documents, and finally as
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expressions of an honest philosophy of. life. In some cases
the overlapping has become tedious and the distinction between
the various phases of rea,lism somewhat hard to maintain.. But
this very difficulty is in some degree an assurance that the
three planes on which we have studied realism bear in fact a
significant relation to one another, so that the most delib-
erate realists are likely to have been realistic not in one
sense only but in all three.
Finally, it needs to be said that any subject as vast as
literary realism, even when limited narrowly as to country and
period, overpasses the scope of any single exa-mination. In
attempting to set up certain classifications as a kind of
index to the possibilities of further study, I have made it
inevitable that my own work should be cursory and coarse-
textured. ^.'here I have made a single example illustrate a
point, it w'ould be possible to find a dozen examples each cap-
able of throwing a slightly different light on the matter.
?:^here I have stated a general tendency, it w-ould be possible
to discover a number of important exceptions, the study of any
one of which would be W'orth as many pages as I have given to
the subject as a whole. This paper is, then, a kind of frame-
work, roughly carpentered, whose only value is to mark out
general lines of structure lor the creators of more finished
work
.
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APPENDIX NOTES
A1 (page 16); To the readers of the fourteenth century the
taole manners of the Prioress may not have had the value
of a non-typical detail, since those particulars of the
etiquette of eating had already been codified ana con-
ventionalized. In fact, the details which Chaucer men-
tioned seem to have been borrowed almost literally from
a passage in the Roman de la Rose
,
beginning with line
16,612. The similarity of the passages was noted by
Tyrwhitt and acknowledged by Pollard. (Alfred W, Pol-
lard, editor. The Canterbury Tales
,
Macmillan, London,
1918; note to line 127 of the Prologue.)
A2 (page 23): In passing over Malory's Morte d' Arthur without
comment I have not meant to give the impression that that
work holds no interest for the stuaent of realism. On
the contrary, certain episodes of that great narrative
display a realism of amazing vitality. But so far as I
can judge, the vividness of those sections is due less
to the use of any devices which could be identified and
imitated than to Malory's deep wisdom in the ways of
men and women. Thus Malory seems to me to have contrib-
uted to the literature of realism without having con-
tributed to realistic methods.
A3 (page 45): Although the references to historic characters
in the works of Deloney do have the effect of giving
the narratives a specious appearance of authenticity, it
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i
is not, perhaps, safe to assert that Deloney introduced
such characters for that purpose. It is likely tnat he
drew his materials largely from traditional sources
which he trusted, and that hie attitude was that of a
popular historian rather than that of a spinner of pure
fiction. But whatever his intention, he gives us an
opportunity to observe how much vividness and apparent
reliability can be added to a dubious narrative by the
inclusion of well-known incidents and personages.
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Adarr. Bede
,
Every.r.an, J.l. Dent & Sons, Ltd., London;
E.P. Dutton & Co., IJev York, 192- . ’^ead in its entirety.
Liddleii.arch
,
American Publisners C-'r gorotion, Yev ''^ork.
Pend in its entirety.
Fielding, Henry:
The History of Tom Jones
.
Every ‘..an, J. . . Dent ^ Sons, Ltd.
London; E.P. Dutton & Co., Nev. York, 19:--9. Read in its
entirety, and r e-exai'.ined
.
The Adventures of Joseoh Andrevs
,
Evergty.an, J.:,',. Dent &
Sons, Ltd., London; E.P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1925.
Read in its entirety, and re-exa.;.ined.
Frierson, 1 1 1 i ar.'i C.:
L* Influence du Natura.lisue Rrrncais sur les Po.'Aaiiciers
Anglais de I'^^S & 1900, Diard
,
Paris
,
1925
. Extensively
read.
Ha;;.ilton, Clayton:
A ilanual of the Art of Fiction
,
Doubledav
,
Pa^e & Com-
pany, Darden City and Nev York, 1918. Read in part.
Hardy, Thomas:
The Return of the Native
.
The Rodern Library, Nev^ York.
Read in its entirety.
Tees of the D’ Urbervilles .(Vtoa,^c^^^j>^-yYu^ i
rijb oCuAjj (xV-o-ul cm- IUa (fxctA
Ka z 1 i 1 1 , R i 1 1 i ar.': C a.r ev :
Shakespeare Jest-Books
,
'‘illes & Sotheran, Lond.->n, 1864.
Read in part.
Hopkins, Annette Brown; Hughes, Helen Se.rd:
The English Novel Before the Nineteenth Century
,
inn an
d
Company, The .Athenaeurri press, Boston, 1915. Extensively
read, and consulted.

PPCCEDURSS li^ RSALIS:.: \^0
Huboell end Beaty:
Olu. ^LuA^o-A W On.c»jLU-a ^ m a-c- OLAX
^
7 ? fi_fe a ^ O^JUU-O-aX. aXJ- A-A .
CaxjLx^cuuui^
,
Jonson, Ben;
Bne Oo:./olete Plays of Ben Jonson
,
Everyi-an, J.’.:. Dent &
Sons, Ltd., London; E.P. Dutton & So., Ner York, 1915,
1921. Extensively read, and cnasulted.
l.prlove, Christopher:
The Plays of Oi.ri stop'i.er .'...rlov'e
,
Every.- an, J.J. Dent &
Sons, Ltd., London; E.P. Dutton & Co., Nev York, 191^.
Read in its entirety.
ieredith, George; '
/ i/ • / iDiana of the .^ross^.^ays
, ( njunlu:^!©^ 'yyu.^ \y-o-<^/
'^e.cux
'Y\ji) xjJuAjcr^xiXoJ^Lij^ CtX-a-oX jlAjXjlAUJl ®-». 'lOa
her let, Gustave:
^
Le ^.ealisi:.e et la Fantaisie dans la Litterature , Didier
& Cie., Paris, I'sEl. Extensively read.
Nash, Thomas;
The Unfort.mate Tr- veller
,
^iven in Shorter Novels
,
Eli zabetiian and Jacobean
,
Every’-.an, J.'l. Dent & Sons, Ltd.,
London; E.P. 3:tton Co., New York, 1929. Read in its
entirety
.
N'eilson, "’‘illiciLr;' Allan;
Classic, Roi:.antic, and Pealistic
,
from The Essentials of
poetry
;
given in Free hi..an R e a.d in s'
s
,
R.S- Loomis, Houghton
NiTilin Co., The Hiversioe Press, Cambridge, 1925. Read
in its entirety.
F.eynier, Gustave;
^
Les Or i fines du Rooian Re;liste
,
Hachette et Cie., Paris,
1913. Expensively read.
Simonas, Gilliam Edward;
A Student ’ s History of English Literature, Revised Edition,
Houghton xYiiflin Co.ivpany, The Riverside Press, Carobridge,
1921. Consulted.
Skeat, Rev. Gaiter ;
The Student's Oil aucer
,
'^xford University Press, Yacmillan,
Mew York, lS54
.
Extensively read, end re-examined.
The Vision of V/illiam concerning piers the Plowman
.
( Lang-
land) C1ar end on Press, Oxford, 1896 . Extensively read,
and consulted.
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Smith, Robert Metcalf
;
Types of Domestic Tragedy
,
Prentice-Hail, Inc., New York,
isSS. Extensively read.
. Thackeray, William Makepeace:
I Vanity Fair
,
Everyman, J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., London;
E. P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1927. Read in its entirety.
Thorndike, Ashley H.
:
Literature in a Changing Age
,
Macmillan, New York, 1920.
The chapter entitled “Progress and Poverty” read.
Wells H. G.
:
The Outline of History
,
Star Edition, Garden City Pub-
lishing Co., Inc., Garden City, New York, 1929. Con-
sulted .
Zola, Emile:
^
Les Romanclers Naturalistes
,
2e. Edition, Charpentier,
Paris, ISSI. Read extensively.
The following two volumes have been added to the
Bibliography as a result of suggestions by the Faculty
Thesis Readers,
Eirkhead, Edith;
The Tale of Terror
,
Constable, 1921. Consulted.
Pollard, Alfred W.
,
editor;
The Canterbury Tales
,
Macmillan, London, 1318. Consulted.
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